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Abstract
Microfluidic sorting of deformable particles finds many applications, for example, medical devices for cells.
Deterministic lateral displacement (DLD) is one of them. Particle sorting via DLD relies only on hydro-
dynamic forces. For rigid spherical particles, this separation is to a great extend understood and can be
attributed to size differences: large particles displace in the lateral direction with respect to the flow while
small particles travel in the flow direction with negligible lateral displacement. However, the separation of
non-spherical deformable particles such as red blood cells (RBCs) is more complicated than rigid particles.
For example, is it possible to separate deformable particles that have the same size but different mechanical
properties?
We study deformability-based sorting of same-size RBCs via DLD using an in-house integral equation
solver for vesicle flows in two dimensions. Our goal is to quantitatively characterize the physical mech-
anisms that enable the cell separation. To this end, we systematically investigate the effects of the interior
fluid viscosity and membrane elasticity of a cell on its behavior. In particular, we consider deep devices in
which a cell can show rich dynamics such as taking a particular angular orientation depending on its me-
chanical property. We have found out that cells moving with a sufficiently high positive inclination angle
with respect to the flow direction displace laterally while those with smaller angles travel with the flow
streamlines. Thereby, deformability-based cell sorting is possible. The underlying mechanism here is cell
migration due to the cell’s positive inclination and the shear gradient. The higher the inclination is, the
farther the cell can travel laterally. We also assess the efficiency of the technique for dense suspensions. It
turns out that most of the cells in dense suspensions does not displace in the lateral direction no matter
what their deformability is. As a result, separating cells using a DLD device becomes harder.
Key words: Blood flow, Capsule/Cell dynamics, Boundary integral methods, Stokesian dynamics,
microfluidics.
1. Introduction
Sorting biological cells by their mechanical properties (e.g., elasticity, cytoplasmic viscosity) is an im-
portant process in rapid medical diagnoses and tests using lab-on-a-chip technology. Therefore, microscale
cell separation techniques have been of great interest. These techniques (see Autebert et al. [2], Bhagat et al.
[6] for an extensive review of them) take advantage of various cell fingerprints such as size, shape and de-
formability. For example, malaria-infected red blood cells and metastatic cancer cells can be differentiated
based on their deformabilities as the malaria-infected cells are stiffer [54] and the metastatic cancer cells
are softer than their healthy counterparts [21]. The microscale cell separation techniques are divided into
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(a) Displacement mode
(b) Zig-zag mode
Figure 1: Transport modes of red blood cells (RBCs) flowing in a DLD device. The repeated blue-red RBC shapes indicate different
time snapshots from the trajectory of a single cell. The DLD device consists of arrays of pillars (filled black circles). The flow is from
left to right. Each pillar column is slightly shifted vertically with respect to the previous column. Separation of cells using DLD
depends on their orientations, elasticities and viscosities. Here, the RBC in (a) has a lower viscosity than the one in (b). The less
viscous RBC moves along the inclination of pillars while the more viscous one moves in the flow direction. The former transport
mode is called ”displacement” and the latter is called ”zig-zag”. After multiple interactions between the RBCs and the pillars,
the displacing RBC shows more lateral displacement than the zig-zagging one. Thereby, they are laterally separated. Here, the tilt
angle of the pillar rows is 0.17 rad.
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Figure 2: RBC orientations in a deep (on the left) and a shallow (on the right) DLD devices (the images show top view and are
taken from Beech et al. [5]). The heights of the pillars are H = 12µm in the deep device and H = 4.5µm in the shallow device.
These are superimposed images of RBCs flowing in actual DLD devices. The fluid flows from top to bottom. In the deep device the
RBC is orientated in a way that its thickness becomes its effective size. In the shallow device the confining walls in the out-of-plane
direction pushes the RBC to move parallel to the walls. Therefore what we see is a disc and the effective size is its diameter. The
deep DLD devices are preferable to shallow ones in practice since they reduce the risk of clogging and provide higher throughput.
We only consider deep devices in our study.
two categories: active and passive. The former uses an external force field, e.g., electrophoresis is an ac-
tive method using an electric field to separate cells of different sizes and charges. Passive separation relies
mainly on the device geometry and on hydrodynamic interactions between particles and the device. Thus,
passive techniques are cheap and readily available. Deterministic lateral displacement (DLD) is a passive
particle separation technique introduced by Huang et al. [24] to separate rigid particles from their dilute
suspensions based on their sizes.
A DLD device consists of arrays of pillars (see Figure 1). The pillar grid forms a lattice but the lattice
vectors are not orthogonal. That is, the pillars are vertically aligned but their ”horizontal” or ”diagonal”
alignment direction is at an angle with the x-axis, which is also the flow direction axis. This arrange-
ment determines a critical particle size[13]. Particles larger than the critical size move along the direction
defined by the pillars (see Figure 1(a)) while those smaller than the critical size move with the flow (see Fig-
ure 1(b)). The former transport mode is called ”displacement” and the latter is called ”zig-zag”. After
several particle-pillar interactions, the displacing particle is separated laterally from the zig-zagging one
because the latter has almost zero net lateral displacement. Notice that Figure 1 shows snapshots from sim-
ulations of cells, however, these trajectories are characteristic of the transport modes and the same for the
rigid particles as well. Analytical DLD theory has been developed for dilute suspensions of rigid spherical
particles under the assumption that the particle-pillar interactions dominate the particle-particle interac-
tions in determining the particle trajectories. Critical particle sizes are computed and the devices are de-
signed based on this assumption [12, 13, 25]. However, dilution of suspensions requires a pre-treatment of
the sample, which is time consuming and expensive and high volume fractions of suspensions are needed
for high throughput. Therefore, the performance of DLD for dense suspensions is also of interest. Addition-
ally, dynamics of non-spherical and deformable particles such as cells flowing in DLD devices needs to be
investigated in order to design DLD devices for sorting those particles. So, although the DLD technique has
been frequently used and promising, several questions regarding their performance remain open. Given
the wide spectrum of possible applications, here we focus on sorting of human red blood cells.
Human blood consists of plasma and mainly white and red blood cells and platelets. White blood
cells (WBCs) are mostly spherical with a diameter ranging between 5µm - 20µm, red blood cells (RBCs) are
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biconcave with a diameter of 8µm and a thickness of 3µm and platelets are nearly rigid discoids (when they
are not activated) with a diameter between 1µm - 3µm [46]. DLD has been used for fractionation of these
components of human blood based on their sizes [13] and also used for separation of WBCs [13], RBCs [61],
parasites [23] and circulating tumor cells [32, 36]. Diseases such as sickle cell anemia [3], diabetes [7], and
malaria are responsible for changes in RBCs’ deformability by altering both the cytoplasmic viscosity and
the membrane’s viscoelastic properties. Therefore, deformability-based sorting of RBCs could potentially
identify and separate abnormal cells from blood. These considerations motivate our study of DLD devices.
The parameters we used in this study are membrane elasticity and cytoplasmic viscosity of RBCs, which
determine their deformability.
A DLD device for RBC separation can be either shallow or deep Figure 2. A shallow device has short
pillars with a height less than the RBC diameter (H ≈ 4 − 5µm) while a deep one has tall pillars with
a height much greater than the RBC diameter (H  DRBC). RBCs orient differently in those devices.
A shallow device pushes cells parallel to the confining walls in the out-of-plane direction and results in
an effective size (when they are not deformed) equal to the cell diameter. In a deep device they orient
themselves in such a way that their effective size becomes their smallest size, i.e., their thickness. In shallow
devices the separation of cells is similar to that of rigid spherical particles. While a suspension of stiff and
soft cells flows through a shallow device, soft cells deform more than stiff cells and hence their effective size
becomes smaller than that of the stiff cells. This results in zig-zagging soft cells and displacing stiff cells,
and hence separation. However, throughput is limited in shallow devices. In contrast, deep devices allow
more cells along the pillars and hence higher throughput. Cells can show richer dynamics in deep devices
than shallow devices since deep devices do not confine cells as much as shallow ones do. Therefore, the
separation in deep devices does not occur by the same means as in shallow devices. It depends on complex
dynamics of cells such as moving with a stationary angular orientation (i.e., tank-treading) or varying
angular orientation (i.e.,tumbling) [22]. RBCs show these complex dynamics in shear and Poiseuille flows
depending on the cytoplasmic viscosity and membrane elasticity [14, 38–40, 45]. Cell dynamics in these
fundamental flows have been studied and well-understood. However, the DLD flow is more complicated
than those flows. How do such complex behaviors appear in deep DLD devices? How does sorting depend
on them? How can we quantify them and explain sorting? These are the main questions we aim to address
in this article.
1.1. Contributions
To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the first studies investigating the effects of the complex RBC
dynamics in deep DLD devices. We show that deformability-based sorting of RBCs is possible. We list our
contributions below.
• We investigate the cell dynamics in DLD flow, i.e., we study cell’s inclination angle and lateral veloc-
ity in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
• We compare these cell-in-DLD dynamics with simple flows such as a free shear and a confined
Poiseuille flows in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.
• In order to quantify migration, we compute a new quantity in Section 4.3, which we call the ”pseudo-
lift”, that turns out to be an indicative measure of migration.
• Lastly, we present phase diagrams for the transport modes in Section 3.3 and investigate the sep-
aration in dense RBC suspensions in Section 3.4 for different viscosity contrasts, capillary numbers
and device configurations. The efficiency of DLD for dense suspensions in deep devices has not been
studied experimentally and numerically. However, it is essential to investigate the dense suspension
regime because the deep devices with dense suspensions provide higher throughput than the shallow
devices with dilute suspensions.
Methodology. We use a standard 2D mechanical model for RBCs [33, 40, 43]. We model an RBC as a
vesicle with a reduced area of 0.65 which resists deformation due to bending and tension. It is imperme-
able to flow and locally inextensible. Since RBCs and vesicles share similar dynamical properties and the
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differences are minor in 2D, we use the vesicle model for RBCs. We assume that the fluids in the inte-
rior and exterior of the vesicle are Newtonian. Since the Reynolds number is O(10−3)(see McGrath et al.
[37] for a summary of the experiments reported in the literature), we use a standard quasi-static Stokes
approximation scheme to model the flow [10, 16, 17, 64–66]. We formulate the problem as a set of integro-
differential equations using the potential theory [27, 28, 47–49]. Our DLD model has pillars with a circular
cross-section only. Our 2D model can represent deep DLD devices not the shallow ones because RBCs with
a reduced area of 0.65 in the 2D model have the same orientation with RBCs in real deep devices (see Fig-
ures 1 and 2). Additionally, our 2D model does not include the wall effects and the cell-cell interactions
in the out-of-plane direction which are negligible in deep devices but important in shallow ones. Unlike
other numerical studies (discussed in Section 1.3) we include multiple rows and columns of pillars in our
simulation domain (this results in O(100) pillars). We consider only one free parameter for the DLD de-
vice: the row-shift fraction  (i.e., the angular orientation of the pillar orientation). We quantify the RBC’s
elasticity and viscosity with two dimensionless numbers: the capillary number Ca and viscosity contrast
ν, respectively. First, we perform several simulations of RBCs with no viscosity contrast by changing the
capillary number Ca in a DLD with the row-shift fraction  = 0.1667. Second, in the same device we vary
the viscosity contrast ν and fix the capillary number to Ca = 3.41, which corresponds to a value for the flow
of a healthy RBC through DLD with an average velocity of 1mm/s. This flow speed is in the range [1µm/s,
10mm/s] used in experiments on sorting RBCs depending on their deformability [37]. Additionally, it is
not so high that cells do not deform significantly and hence we can observe the effects of viscosity contrast
on cell dynamics. Last, we vary the viscosity contrast and capillary number for fixed row-shift fractions
 = 0.1 and  = 0.1667. Then we map out the parameter space for the transport modes as a function of Ca,
ν, . We also perform simulations of dense suspensions in DLD and quantify the efficiency of the technique
for dense suspensions.
Summary of our findings:
• Relation to cell migration: Cell migration is a phenomenon observed in a shear and confined Poiseuille
flows. That is, cells having positive inclination with respect to the flow direction migrate towards
low shear rate regions due to the parabolic velocity profile. In our numerical studies, we observe that
more deformable cells have higher positive inclination angles with respect to the flow direction than
the less deformable ones (See Section 4.2). Since the velocity profile near the pillars is parabolic, the
more deformable cells migrate further away from the pillars than the less deformable ones. Thus, the
more deformable cells displace while the less deformable ones zig-zag.
• Effects of complex geometry: Although we have discovered that cell dynamics in DLD gaps are similar
to those in confined Poiseuille flows (See Section 4.2), the dynamics in the whole device is more
complicated than the channel flow because a cell periodically moves from a confined gap to a less
confined region between gaps1. So it is not possible to estimate the cell dynamics in DLD from a
simpler flow such as a channel flow.
• Quantification of migration: We have computed cell vertical migration velocity in DLD and demon-
strated that they correlate well with the inclination angles (See Section 4.2).
• Pseudo-lift: By computing the so-called pseudo-lift (a measure of the alignment of local forces to the
migration direction) acting for several cells, we have found 5× stronger pseudo-lift on cells with high
inclination angles compared to cells with smaller inclination angles which are under either a negative
or a weak pseudo-lift (See Section 4.3).
• Dense suspensions: Finally, when we assessed the DLD efficiency for dense RBC suspensions, we
have observed that most cells zig-zag in dense suspensions no matter what their capillary numbers
and viscosity contrasts are. So it is difficult to separate small rigid particles or stiff cells from dense
1By ”DLD” gap, we refer to the flow space between two vertically aligned pillars.
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suspensions because those would zig-zag, too. This result agrees with the numerical [57] and experi-
mental [26] studies which use shallow devices (See Section 3.4).
1.2. Limitations
Our simulations are in two dimensions. We have opted to use two-dimensional simulations because
three-dimensional simulations of a DLD device including multiple pillars can be quite expensive for this
purpose [53]. Two-dimensional studies have been proven to be predictive and match actual experiments
in many regimes (e.g motion of RBCs in microchannels [14, 30], margination of white blood cells in blood
flow [15, 42, 63] and sorting of rigid particles using deterministic lateral displacement technique [62]). The
other limitation is that we do not consider changes in the resting size and shape of an RBC. When an RBC
becomes diseased, not only its elasticity and viscosity change but its resting size does so. Finally, we do not
investigate the effects of the lateral confinement in the gaps on cell sorting. In our study, the confinement
in the gaps does not allow a cell to tumble and leads it to move always with a positive inclination angle. In
the case of a weaker confinement, the cell can tumble for high viscosity contrasts (i.e., for less deformable
cases). We expect tumbling to increase the cell’s effective size in those cases and hence result in displacing
cells. For example, Ranjan et al. [52], Zeming et al. [61] observed that pillars with protrusions cause cells to
tumble and tumbling cells start displacing for the same reason.
1.3. Related work
The study in [22] is very similar to us and the findings are consistent. They study both deep and shallow
devices by combining simulations (3D smoothed dissipative particle dynamics) and experiments. They
only consider three viscosity contrast values (0.25, 1, 5), whereas we study a much wider range of viscosity
contrasts (up to 100). Also, we vary the capillary number (they do not). Going beyond the work in Henry
et al. [22], we conduct a systematic study and map out the parameter space for the transport modes of cells.
We investigate the cell dynamics in DLD in detail and compare those dynamics with simpler flows such as
confined Poiseuille flow. We claim that cell migration is responsible for cell separation in DLD and quantify
migration with migration velocity and pseudo-lift. Henry et al. [22] shows our 2D simulations can capture
the actual experiments and supports our findings and rationale.
In addition to Henry et al. [22] mentioned above, there have been a few numerical studies investigating
the separation of deformable particles using DLD:
• Quek et al. [50] and Ye et al. [60] performed two-dimensional simulations of spherical deformable
particles with no viscosity contrast in order to explain the effects of particle deformability on the
separation,
• Kru¨ger et al. [34] systematically investigated the effects of the capillary number Ca on the separa-
tion of RBCs with a constant viscosity contrast of ν = 5 in shallow devices using three-dimensional
simulations,
• Zhang et al. [62] studied circular, square, diamond and triangular pillar shapes for the separation of
rigid particles and RBCs using two-dimensional simulations.
Overall, none of these studies have systematically investigated the separation of RBCs as a function of the
capillary number and viscosity contrast in deep devices.
Regarding numerical methods, all the studies above used either the immersed boundary method [34,
50, 57], lattice-Boltzmann method [34, 57], fictitious domain method [60] or dissipative particle dynam-
ics [22, 62]. Here, we use our in-house algorithms based on the boundary integral equation formulation
for Stokesian particulate flows [28]. We refer the reader to [47–49, 51, 56] for the details of our scheme and
the review of the numerical methods for Stokesian particulate flows. Additionally, most numerical studies
of DLD mentioned in the previous paragraph reduced the simulation domain to a single pillar and used
periodic boundary conditions. Since actual DLD devices have walls that result in zero net lateral flow, an
artificial force in the lateral direction needs to be introduced to mimic the wall effects in the periodic mod-
els [11]. Our model contains multiple pillars in the lateral and flow directions, and also the top and bottom
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walls. Therefore, we do not need to add any force mimicking the wall effects. The only parameters in
our scheme are the physical parameters (device geometry, number of cells, viscosity contrast and capillary
number) as well as the spatial discretization size. We use an adaptive, semi-implicit time-stepping scheme.
No other (non-physical) parameters are necessary. We only have five free parameters in our model (other
than the shape of the device): the time-step error tolerance, the points per cell, the discretization size of the
rigid walls, the viscosity contrast and the capillary number. We have also performed a convergence study
to verify our method in the DLD setting in Section C.
There is only one numerical study [57] where simulations of dense RBC suspensions with different
volume fractions were performed in shallow devices. The authors found out that the displacement mode
breaks down as the volume fraction increases and most of the RBCs zig-zags independent of the capillary
number. We also studied this by performing simulations of dense RBC suspensions with two different
capillary numbers and volume fractions in deep devices. We reached the same conclusions. In addition,
we considered dense RBC suspensions with different viscosity contrasts. Our results show that again the
displacement mode breaks down.
There are efforts to develop novel pillar shapes in order to improve the DLD performance. Zeming
et al. [61] presented I-shaped pillars for RBC separations and showed that the I-shape increases the RBC’s
effective sizes by inducing rotational motions. Ranjan et al. [52] conducted experiments with various pillar
shapes to investigate efficient separation of spherical and non-spherical bio-particles. They considered
pillars with protrusions and grooves to induce particle rotation and maintain the rotational movement
in the flow direction. We observed that there is a need for novel shapes to prevent breakdown of the
displacement mode for the dense RBC suspensions. So that small particles (which would zig-zag) can
effectively be separated from dense suspensions. However, this is beyond the scope of the current study.
1.4. Outline of the paper
In Section 2.1 we briefly summarize the governing equations for the RBC flows. We explain the DLD
theory in detail and our DLD model in Section 2.2. After validating our model by comparing our numerical
results for the size-based separation of rigid particles with the actual experiments [12] in Section 2.4, we
present our results in Section 3. We show snapshots from the simulations in Sections 3.1 (for different cap-
illary numbers) and 3.2 (for different viscosity contrasts). We present the phase diagrams of the transport
modes as a function of Ca, ν and  in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4 we demonstrate the failure rates of the
transport modes in dense suspensions of RBCs. Then, in Section 4 we quantify the cell dynamics in DLD
and compare them with those in shear and confined Poiseuille flows. Finally, we summarize our results
in Section 5. In Appendix A we present the detailed integral equation formulation for the Stokesian partic-
ulate flows. Then we show that our DLD model is insensitive to the number of pillars in the domain when
capturing the particle trajectories in Appendix B and we show convergence studies for verification of our
solver in Appendix C.
1.5. Notation
We summarize the main notation used in this paper in Table 1.
2. Numerical model and geometry
We present the mathematical model for the flow of red blood cells in Section 2.1 and our DLD model
in Section 2.2. We verify and validate our DLD model by comparing our numerical results for the separation
of rigid spherical particles with the experimental data available in the literature in Sections 2.3 and 2.4.
Finally, in Section 2.5 we describe the dimensionless parameters of which we will investigate the effects on
the RBC separation.
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Table 1: List of frequently used notation.
Symbol Definition
Ca Capillary number (10), dimensionless number quantifying RBC elasticity
ν Viscosity contrast (11), dimensionless cytoplasmic viscosity
 Row-shift fraction: tangent of the tilt angle of the pillar rows
vmig Migration velocity
Fl Pseudo-lift
α Cell’s inclination angle with respect to the flow
x Main flow direction
y Lateral direction, in which separation occurs
U
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 0
<latexit sha1_base64="+ wrzm65gRfD7IAW05+TcOgGVJJ8=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgM xFM3UV62vqS7dBIvgqmRE0GXBhS4r2Ad0hiGTZtrQJDMk GaWM/RQ3LhRx65e482/MtLPQ1gOBwzn3ck9OlHKmDULfT mVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z9w64ddnWSK0A5JeKL6EdaUM0k7h hlO+6miWESc9qLJdeH3HqjSLJH3ZprSQOCRZDEj2FgpdO u+wGbMTO7fYCFwiGah20BNNAdcJV5JGqBEO3S//GFCMk GlIRxrPfBQaoIcK8MIp7Oan2maYjLBIzqwVGJBdZDPo8/ gqVWGME6UfdLAufp7I8dC66mI7GQRVC97hfifN8hMfBXk TKaZoZIsDsUZhyaBRQ9wyBQlhk8twUQxmxWSMVaYGNtW zZbgLX95lXTPmx5qencXjRYq66iCY3ACzoAHLkEL3II26 AACHsEzeAVvzpPz4rw7H4vRilPuHIE/cD5/AEGJk+w=</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+ wrzm65gRfD7IAW05+TcOgGVJJ8=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgM xFM3UV62vqS7dBIvgqmRE0GXBhS4r2Ad0hiGTZtrQJDMk GaWM/RQ3LhRx65e482/MtLPQ1gOBwzn3ck9OlHKmDULfT mVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z9w64ddnWSK0A5JeKL6EdaUM0k7h hlO+6miWESc9qLJdeH3HqjSLJH3ZprSQOCRZDEj2FgpdO u+wGbMTO7fYCFwiGah20BNNAdcJV5JGqBEO3S//GFCMk GlIRxrPfBQaoIcK8MIp7Oan2maYjLBIzqwVGJBdZDPo8/ gqVWGME6UfdLAufp7I8dC66mI7GQRVC97hfifN8hMfBXk TKaZoZIsDsUZhyaBRQ9wyBQlhk8twUQxmxWSMVaYGNtW zZbgLX95lXTPmx5qencXjRYq66iCY3ACzoAHLkEL3II26 AACHsEzeAVvzpPz4rw7H4vRilPuHIE/cD5/AEGJk+w=</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+ wrzm65gRfD7IAW05+TcOgGVJJ8=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgM xFM3UV62vqS7dBIvgqmRE0GXBhS4r2Ad0hiGTZtrQJDMk GaWM/RQ3LhRx65e482/MtLPQ1gOBwzn3ck9OlHKmDULfT mVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z9w64ddnWSK0A5JeKL6EdaUM0k7h hlO+6miWESc9qLJdeH3HqjSLJH3ZprSQOCRZDEj2FgpdO u+wGbMTO7fYCFwiGah20BNNAdcJV5JGqBEO3S//GFCMk GlIRxrPfBQaoIcK8MIp7Oan2maYjLBIzqwVGJBdZDPo8/ gqVWGME6UfdLAufp7I8dC66mI7GQRVC97hfifN8hMfBXk TKaZoZIsDsUZhyaBRQ9wyBQlhk8twUQxmxWSMVaYGNtW zZbgLX95lXTPmx5qencXjRYq66iCY3ACzoAHLkEL3II26 AACHsEzeAVvzpPz4rw7H4vRilPuHIE/cD5/AEGJk+w=</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+ wrzm65gRfD7IAW05+TcOgGVJJ8=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgM xFM3UV62vqS7dBIvgqmRE0GXBhS4r2Ad0hiGTZtrQJDMk GaWM/RQ3LhRx65e482/MtLPQ1gOBwzn3ck9OlHKmDULfT mVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z9w64ddnWSK0A5JeKL6EdaUM0k7h hlO+6miWESc9qLJdeH3HqjSLJH3ZprSQOCRZDEj2FgpdO u+wGbMTO7fYCFwiGah20BNNAdcJV5JGqBEO3S//GFCMk GlIRxrPfBQaoIcK8MIp7Oan2maYjLBIzqwVGJBdZDPo8/ gqVWGME6UfdLAufp7I8dC66mI7GQRVC97hfifN8hMfBXk TKaZoZIsDsUZhyaBRQ9wyBQlhk8twUQxmxWSMVaYGNtW zZbgLX95lXTPmx5qencXjRYq66iCY3ACzoAHLkEL3II26 AACHsEzeAVvzpPz4rw7H4vRilPuHIE/cD5/AEGJk+w=</ latexit>
⌦0
<latexit sha1_base64="r0SgAsZd4/nf4pUZqTZ2hMj 2qAc=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqS7dBIvgqmRE0GXBjTsr2Ad0hiGTZtrQJDMkGaWM/RQ3LhRx65e482/MtL PQ1gOBwzn3ck9OlHKmDULfTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z9w64ddnWSK0A5JeKL6EdaUM0k7hhlO+6miWESc9qLJdeH3HqjS LJH3ZprSQOCRZDEj2FgpdOu+wGbMTO7fCjrCIZqFbgM10RxwlXglaYAS7dD98ocJyQSVhnCs9cBDqQlyrAwjnM5qf qZpiskEj+jAUokF1UE+jz6Dp1YZwjhR9kkD5+rvjRwLracispNFUL3sFeJ/3iAz8VWQM5lmhkqyOBRnHJoEFj3AIV OUGD61BBPFbFZIxlhhYmxbNVuCt/zlVdI9b3qo6d1dNFqorKMKjsEJOAMeuAQtcAPaoAMIeATP4BW8OU/Oi/PufCx GK065cwT+wPn8AUrhk/I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r0SgAsZd4/nf4pUZqTZ2hMj 2qAc=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqS7dBIvgqmRE0GXBjTsr2Ad0hiGTZtrQJDMkGaWM/RQ3LhRx65e482/MtL PQ1gOBwzn3ck9OlHKmDULfTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z9w64ddnWSK0A5JeKL6EdaUM0k7hhlO+6miWESc9qLJdeH3HqjS LJH3ZprSQOCRZDEj2FgpdOu+wGbMTO7fCjrCIZqFbgM10RxwlXglaYAS7dD98ocJyQSVhnCs9cBDqQlyrAwjnM5qf qZpiskEj+jAUokF1UE+jz6Dp1YZwjhR9kkD5+rvjRwLracispNFUL3sFeJ/3iAz8VWQM5lmhkqyOBRnHJoEFj3AIV OUGD61BBPFbFZIxlhhYmxbNVuCt/zlVdI9b3qo6d1dNFqorKMKjsEJOAMeuAQtcAPaoAMIeATP4BW8OU/Oi/PufCx GK065cwT+wPn8AUrhk/I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r0SgAsZd4/nf4pUZqTZ2hMj 2qAc=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqS7dBIvgqmRE0GXBjTsr2Ad0hiGTZtrQJDMkGaWM/RQ3LhRx65e482/MtL PQ1gOBwzn3ck9OlHKmDULfTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z9w64ddnWSK0A5JeKL6EdaUM0k7hhlO+6miWESc9qLJdeH3HqjS LJH3ZprSQOCRZDEj2FgpdOu+wGbMTO7fCjrCIZqFbgM10RxwlXglaYAS7dD98ocJyQSVhnCs9cBDqQlyrAwjnM5qf qZpiskEj+jAUokF1UE+jz6Dp1YZwjhR9kkD5+rvjRwLracispNFUL3sFeJ/3iAz8VWQM5lmhkqyOBRnHJoEFj3AIV OUGD61BBPFbFZIxlhhYmxbNVuCt/zlVdI9b3qo6d1dNFqorKMKjsEJOAMeuAQtcAPaoAMIeATP4BW8OU/Oi/PufCx GK065cwT+wPn8AUrhk/I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r0SgAsZd4/nf4pUZqTZ2hMj 2qAc=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqS7dBIvgqmRE0GXBjTsr2Ad0hiGTZtrQJDMkGaWM/RQ3LhRx65e482/MtL PQ1gOBwzn3ck9OlHKmDULfTmVtfWNzq7pd29nd2z9w64ddnWSK0A5JeKL6EdaUM0k7hhlO+6miWESc9qLJdeH3HqjS LJH3ZprSQOCRZDEj2FgpdOu+wGbMTO7fCjrCIZqFbgM10RxwlXglaYAS7dD98ocJyQSVhnCs9cBDqQlyrAwjnM5qf qZpiskEj+jAUokF1UE+jz6Dp1YZwjhR9kkD5+rvjRwLracispNFUL3sFeJ/3iAz8VWQM5lmhkqyOBRnHJoEFj3AIV OUGD61BBPFbFZIxlhhYmxbNVuCt/zlVdI9b3qo6d1dNFqorKMKjsEJOAMeuAQtcAPaoAMIeATP4BW8OU/Oi/PufCx GK065cwT+wPn8AUrhk/I=</latexit>
⌦i
<latexit sha1_base64="K kunCXv1K7BjuAuZn/gwjHf1gKI=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsN AFL2pr1pfqS7dDBbBVUlE0GXBjTsr2Ac0IUymk3boTBJm JkqJ/RQ3LhRx65e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs+cMOVMacf5t ipr6xubW9Xt2s7u3v6BXT/sqiSThHZIwhPZD7GinMW0o 5nmtJ9KikXIaS+cXBd+74FKxZL4Xk9T6gs8ilnECNZGCu y6J7AeM517t4KOcMBmgd1wms4caJW4JWlAiXZgf3nDhG SCxppwrNTAdVLt51hqRjid1bxM0RSTCR7RgaExFlT5+Tz 6DJ0aZYiiRJoXazRXf2/kWCg1FaGZLIKqZa8Q//MGmY6u /JzFaaZpTBaHoowjnaCiBzRkkhLNp4ZgIpnJisgYS0y0 aatmSnCXv7xKuudN12m6dxeNllPWUYVjOIEzcOESWnADb egAgUd4hld4s56sF+vd+liMVqxy5wj+wPr8AaF+lCs=</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="K kunCXv1K7BjuAuZn/gwjHf1gKI=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsN AFL2pr1pfqS7dDBbBVUlE0GXBjTsr2Ac0IUymk3boTBJm JkqJ/RQ3LhRx65e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs+cMOVMacf5t ipr6xubW9Xt2s7u3v6BXT/sqiSThHZIwhPZD7GinMW0o 5nmtJ9KikXIaS+cXBd+74FKxZL4Xk9T6gs8ilnECNZGCu y6J7AeM517t4KOcMBmgd1wms4caJW4JWlAiXZgf3nDhG SCxppwrNTAdVLt51hqRjid1bxM0RSTCR7RgaExFlT5+Tz 6DJ0aZYiiRJoXazRXf2/kWCg1FaGZLIKqZa8Q//MGmY6u /JzFaaZpTBaHoowjnaCiBzRkkhLNp4ZgIpnJisgYS0y0 aatmSnCXv7xKuudN12m6dxeNllPWUYVjOIEzcOESWnADb egAgUd4hld4s56sF+vd+liMVqxy5wj+wPr8AaF+lCs=</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="K kunCXv1K7BjuAuZn/gwjHf1gKI=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsN AFL2pr1pfqS7dDBbBVUlE0GXBjTsr2Ac0IUymk3boTBJm JkqJ/RQ3LhRx65e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs+cMOVMacf5t ipr6xubW9Xt2s7u3v6BXT/sqiSThHZIwhPZD7GinMW0o 5nmtJ9KikXIaS+cXBd+74FKxZL4Xk9T6gs8ilnECNZGCu y6J7AeM517t4KOcMBmgd1wms4caJW4JWlAiXZgf3nDhG SCxppwrNTAdVLt51hqRjid1bxM0RSTCR7RgaExFlT5+Tz 6DJ0aZYiiRJoXazRXf2/kWCg1FaGZLIKqZa8Q//MGmY6u /JzFaaZpTBaHoowjnaCiBzRkkhLNp4ZgIpnJisgYS0y0 aatmSnCXv7xKuudN12m6dxeNllPWUYVjOIEzcOESWnADb egAgUd4hld4s56sF+vd+liMVqxy5wj+wPr8AaF+lCs=</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="K kunCXv1K7BjuAuZn/gwjHf1gKI=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsN AFL2pr1pfqS7dDBbBVUlE0GXBjTsr2Ac0IUymk3boTBJm JkqJ/RQ3LhRx65e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs+cMOVMacf5t ipr6xubW9Xt2s7u3v6BXT/sqiSThHZIwhPZD7GinMW0o 5nmtJ9KikXIaS+cXBd+74FKxZL4Xk9T6gs8ilnECNZGCu y6J7AeM517t4KOcMBmgd1wms4caJW4JWlAiXZgf3nDhG SCxppwrNTAdVLt51hqRjid1bxM0RSTCR7RgaExFlT5+Tz 6DJ0aZYiiRJoXazRXf2/kWCg1FaGZLIKqZa8Q//MGmY6u /JzFaaZpTBaHoowjnaCiBzRkkhLNp4ZgIpnJisgYS0y0 aatmSnCXv7xKuudN12m6dxeNllPWUYVjOIEzcOESWnADb egAgUd4hld4s56sF+vd+liMVqxy5wj+wPr8AaF+lCs=</ latexit>
 i
<latexit sha1_base64="u bKzWKQ9YYh2CrUMFfcjUtgpb8I=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsN AFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiQi6LLgQpcV7AOaEG6mk3boTBJm JkqJ/RQ3LhRx65e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs+cMOVMacf5t ipr6xubW9Xt2s7u3v6BXT/sqiSThHZIwhPZD0FRzmLa0 Uxz2k8lBRFy2gsn14Xfe6BSsSS+19OU+gJGMYsYAW2kwK 57AvSY6dy7ASEgYLPAbjhNZw68StySNFCJdmB/ecOEZI LGmnBQauA6qfZzkJoRTmc1L1M0BTKBER0YGoOgys/n0Wf 41ChDHCXSvFjjufp7Iweh1FSEZrIIqpa9QvzPG2Q6uvJz FqeZpjFZHIoyjnWCix7wkElKNJ8aAkQykxWTMUgg2rRV MyW4y19eJd3zpus03buLRssp66iiY3SCzpCLLlEL3aI26 iCCHtEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH4vRilXuHKE/sD5/AJgmlCU=</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u bKzWKQ9YYh2CrUMFfcjUtgpb8I=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsN AFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiQi6LLgQpcV7AOaEG6mk3boTBJm JkqJ/RQ3LhRx65e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs+cMOVMacf5t ipr6xubW9Xt2s7u3v6BXT/sqiSThHZIwhPZD0FRzmLa0 Uxz2k8lBRFy2gsn14Xfe6BSsSS+19OU+gJGMYsYAW2kwK 57AvSY6dy7ASEgYLPAbjhNZw68StySNFCJdmB/ecOEZI LGmnBQauA6qfZzkJoRTmc1L1M0BTKBER0YGoOgys/n0Wf 41ChDHCXSvFjjufp7Iweh1FSEZrIIqpa9QvzPG2Q6uvJz FqeZpjFZHIoyjnWCix7wkElKNJ8aAkQykxWTMUgg2rRV MyW4y19eJd3zpus03buLRssp66iiY3SCzpCLLlEL3aI26 iCCHtEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH4vRilXuHKE/sD5/AJgmlCU=</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u bKzWKQ9YYh2CrUMFfcjUtgpb8I=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsN AFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiQi6LLgQpcV7AOaEG6mk3boTBJm JkqJ/RQ3LhRx65e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs+cMOVMacf5t ipr6xubW9Xt2s7u3v6BXT/sqiSThHZIwhPZD0FRzmLa0 Uxz2k8lBRFy2gsn14Xfe6BSsSS+19OU+gJGMYsYAW2kwK 57AvSY6dy7ASEgYLPAbjhNZw68StySNFCJdmB/ecOEZI LGmnBQauA6qfZzkJoRTmc1L1M0BTKBER0YGoOgys/n0Wf 41ChDHCXSvFjjufp7Iweh1FSEZrIIqpa9QvzPG2Q6uvJz FqeZpjFZHIoyjnWCix7wkElKNJ8aAkQykxWTMUgg2rRV MyW4y19eJd3zpus03buLRssp66iiY3SCzpCLLlEL3aI26 iCCHtEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH4vRilXuHKE/sD5/AJgmlCU=</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="u bKzWKQ9YYh2CrUMFfcjUtgpb8I=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsN AFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiQi6LLgQpcV7AOaEG6mk3boTBJm JkqJ/RQ3LhRx65e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs+cMOVMacf5t ipr6xubW9Xt2s7u3v6BXT/sqiSThHZIwhPZD0FRzmLa0 Uxz2k8lBRFy2gsn14Xfe6BSsSS+19OU+gJGMYsYAW2kwK 57AvSY6dy7ASEgYLPAbjhNZw68StySNFCJdmB/ecOEZI LGmnBQauA6qfZzkJoRTmc1L1M0BTKBER0YGoOgys/n0Wf 41ChDHCXSvFjjufp7Iweh1FSEZrIIqpa9QvzPG2Q6uvJz FqeZpjFZHIoyjnWCix7wkElKNJ8aAkQykxWTMUgg2rRV MyW4y19eJd3zpus03buLRssp66iiY3SCzpCLLlEL3aI26 iCCHtEzekVv1pP1Yr1bH4vRilXuHKE/sD5/AJgmlCU=</ latexit>
 k
<latexit sha1_base64="+ Fr4IvVWCxZS376K+FRYSWm7+50=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgM xFM34rPU11aWbYBFclRkRdFlw47KCfUA7DJk004YmmSG5 o5Sxn+LGhSJu/RJ3/o2ZdhbaeiBwOOde7smJUsENeN63s 7a+sbm1Xdmp7u7tHxy6taOOSTJNWZsmItG9iBgmuGJt4 CBYL9WMyEiwbjS5KfzuA9OGJ+oepikLJBkpHnNKwEqhWx tIAmMO+WBEpCThZBa6da/hzYFXiV+SOirRCt2vwTChmW QKqCDG9H0vhSAnGjgVbFYdZIalhE7IiPUtVUQyE+Tz6DN 8ZpUhjhNtnwI8V39v5EQaM5WRnSyCmmWvEP/z+hnE10HO VZoBU3RxKM4EhgQXPeAh14yCmFpCqOY2K6ZjogkF21bV luAvf3mVdC4avtfw7y7rTa+so4JO0Ck6Rz66Qk10i1qoj Sh6RM/oFb05T86L8+58LEbXnHLnGP2B8/kDzJCURw==</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+ Fr4IvVWCxZS376K+FRYSWm7+50=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgM xFM34rPU11aWbYBFclRkRdFlw47KCfUA7DJk004YmmSG5 o5Sxn+LGhSJu/RJ3/o2ZdhbaeiBwOOde7smJUsENeN63s 7a+sbm1Xdmp7u7tHxy6taOOSTJNWZsmItG9iBgmuGJt4 CBYL9WMyEiwbjS5KfzuA9OGJ+oepikLJBkpHnNKwEqhWx tIAmMO+WBEpCThZBa6da/hzYFXiV+SOirRCt2vwTChmW QKqCDG9H0vhSAnGjgVbFYdZIalhE7IiPUtVUQyE+Tz6DN 8ZpUhjhNtnwI8V39v5EQaM5WRnSyCmmWvEP/z+hnE10HO VZoBU3RxKM4EhgQXPeAh14yCmFpCqOY2K6ZjogkF21bV luAvf3mVdC4avtfw7y7rTa+so4JO0Ck6Rz66Qk10i1qoj Sh6RM/oFb05T86L8+58LEbXnHLnGP2B8/kDzJCURw==</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+ Fr4IvVWCxZS376K+FRYSWm7+50=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgM xFM34rPU11aWbYBFclRkRdFlw47KCfUA7DJk004YmmSG5 o5Sxn+LGhSJu/RJ3/o2ZdhbaeiBwOOde7smJUsENeN63s 7a+sbm1Xdmp7u7tHxy6taOOSTJNWZsmItG9iBgmuGJt4 CBYL9WMyEiwbjS5KfzuA9OGJ+oepikLJBkpHnNKwEqhWx tIAmMO+WBEpCThZBa6da/hzYFXiV+SOirRCt2vwTChmW QKqCDG9H0vhSAnGjgVbFYdZIalhE7IiPUtVUQyE+Tz6DN 8ZpUhjhNtnwI8V39v5EQaM5WRnSyCmmWvEP/z+hnE10HO VZoBU3RxKM4EhgQXPeAh14yCmFpCqOY2K6ZjogkF21bV luAvf3mVdC4avtfw7y7rTa+so4JO0Ck6Rz66Qk10i1qoj Sh6RM/oFb05T86L8+58LEbXnHLnGP2B8/kDzJCURw==</ latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+ Fr4IvVWCxZS376K+FRYSWm7+50=">AAAB+nicbVDLSgM xFM34rPU11aWbYBFclRkRdFlw47KCfUA7DJk004YmmSG5 o5Sxn+LGhSJu/RJ3/o2ZdhbaeiBwOOde7smJUsENeN63s 7a+sbm1Xdmp7u7tHxy6taOOSTJNWZsmItG9iBgmuGJt4 CBYL9WMyEiwbjS5KfzuA9OGJ+oepikLJBkpHnNKwEqhWx tIAmMO+WBEpCThZBa6da/hzYFXiV+SOirRCt2vwTChmW QKqCDG9H0vhSAnGjgVbFYdZIalhE7IiPUtVUQyE+Tz6DN 8ZpUhjhNtnwI8V39v5EQaM5WRnSyCmmWvEP/z+hnE10HO VZoBU3RxKM4EhgQXPeAh14yCmFpCqOY2K6ZjogkF21bV luAvf3mVdC4avtfw7y7rTa+so4JO0Ck6Rz66Qk10i1qoj Sh6RM/oFb05T86L8+58LEbXnHLnGP2B8/kDzJCURw==</ latexit>
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(b) DLD parameters
Figure 3: We illustrate the domain of a cell suspension in a DLD device on the left. We model RBCs as inextensible vesicles with a
reduced area of 0.65. The interior and boundary of the ith pillar are denoted by Ωi and Γi (Ω0 and Γ0 are the ones of the exterior
wall). Additionally, ωk and γk stand for the interior and boundary of the kth cell. The empty circles are the pillars in the left and
the right imaginary columns. The walls pass through these pillars’ centers. The blue arrows show the parabolic velocityU imposed
as a boundary condition in the gaps Γg0 between the imaginary pillars. On the right we show the DLD parameters where x is the
flow direction. The geometry is uniquely defined by the pillar diameter Dp, the center-to-center distance λ, and the row shift ∆λ.
Using these parameters we can determine the gap size G, the row-shift fraction  = ∆λ/λ and the tilt angle of the pillars (the
angle between the flow direction and the alignment direction of the pillars) θ = tan−1(). The red cell on the right has a positive
inclination angle α with respect to the flow direction, which is defined in Section 2.1.
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2.1. Governing equations
We assume that the flow is two-dimensional and there are no external body forces such as gravity. Both
the RBC’s interior fluid and the exterior fluid (plasma) are Newtonian. We assume a Stokesian fluid. See
Figure 3(a) for the geometry. Let the boundary of each pillar be denoted by Γi. The pillars are bounded by
an exterior wall Γ0 which is a mollification of a rectangle. The areas enclosed by the exterior wall and the
ith pillar are denoted with Ω0 and Ωi, respectively. Therefore, the suspension resides in the domain
Ω = Ω0 \
(⋃
i
Ωi
)
,
and its boundary is Γ = Γ0 ∪ (
⋃
i Γi).
The reduced area, 4piA/P 2, is the ratio between the area of a cell A and the area of a circle having the
same perimeter P . We model RBCs as inextensible capsules with bending (vesicles) with the reduced area
0.65. For this reduced area the vesicles exhibit biconcave shape as RBCs. A cell’s inclination angle α (see
also the right figure in Figure 3) is the angle between the flow direction and the principal axis corresponding
to the smallest principal moment of inertia [51]. The moment of inertia tensor is
J =
1
4
∫
γk
r · n (|r|2I− r⊗ r) dγk. (1)
Here, r = x− c and c is the center of the cell. γk and ωk stand for the boundary and interior of the kth cell,
respectively. Let γ =
⋃
kγk and ω =
⋃
kωk, then the equations describing velocity field at an instance are
given by
−η∆u(x) +∇p(x) = 0, and Div(u(x)) = 0, x ∈ Ω \ γ. (2)
Here, η is the viscosity (ηin for the interior and ηout for the exterior fluids), u is the velocity and p is the
pressure. We impose the velocity on the external wall and pillars as a Dirichlet boundary condition (we
explain the boundary conditions in detail in Section 2.2)
u(x, t) = U(x, t), x ∈ Γ. (3)
Conservation of mass and the no-slip boundary condition requires velocity continuity on the interface of
cells, i.e.,
u(x, t) =
dx
dt
(t), x ∈ γ. (4)
RBCs are known to be inextensible, i.e., they conserve their area and arc-length in 2D. Inextensibility means
that
xs·us = 0, x ∈ γ, (5)
where the subscript ”s” stands for differentiation with respect to the arc-length on the boundaries of cells.
The last governing equation comes from the momentum balance on the interface of cells. Since the cells
resist bending and tension, the interface applies an elastic force as a result of deformation due to them. The
momentum balance enforces the jump in the surface traction to be equal to the net elastic force applied by
the interface,
[[Tn(x)]] = −κbxssss + (σ(x, t)xs)s , x ∈ γ, (6)
where T = −pI + η(∇u +∇uT ) is the Cauchy stress tensor, n is the outward normal vector on γ, [[·]] is the
jump across the interface. The right-hand side is the net force applied by the interface onto the fluid. The
first term on the right-hand side is the force due to bending stiffness κb and the second term is the force due
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Figure 4: Velocity in the vertical direction (represented by gray-scale contour colors) and streamlines in the absence of particles
are superimposed. The row-shift fraction is  = 0.1667, which corresponds to the period np = 6. The flow is from left to right.
See Figure 5 for the velocity magnitude in the whole device and the velocity field in a gap. Each streamline interacts with a pillar,
then swaps a lane. The DLD theory assumes that rigid particles do not distort the streamlines significantly. Depending on their
size, they either follow these streamlines in zig-zag mode or cross the streamlines and stay in the same lane in displacement mode.
to tension σ, which acts as a Lagrange multiplier enforcing the inextensibility [56]. Finally, the position of
the boundaries of M cells evolves as
dxi
dt
= u∞(xi) +
M∑
j=1
u(xj), i = 1, . . . ,M, (7)
where u∞(xi) is the background velocity and u(xj) is the velocity due to the jth cell acting on the ith cell.
The complete set of nonlinear equations (2)-(7) governs the evolution of the cell interfaces. In line with
our previous work [28, 47–49, 51, 56], we use an integral equation method to obtain the positions of the cell
boundaries (see Kabacaog˘lu et al. [28] for the details of the numerical scheme). The method can naturally
handle the moving geometry, achieves high-order accuracy with a low computational cost and handle
the viscosity contrast between the interior and exterior fluids. For completeness, we present the integral
equation formulation in Appendix A.
2.2. DLD model
A DLD device of circular pillars can be uniquely determined by three parameters: the diameter of a
pillar Dp, the center-to-center distance between two neighboring pillars λ and the row-shift ∆λ. See Fig-
ure 3(b) for the DLD geometry.
Geometry. Our DLD device consists of circular pillars all of which have the same diameter Dp = 15µm.
The fluid flows in the x direction. The center-to-center distance between neighboring pillars is λ = 25µm
and the same in both directions. This results in a gap size of G = λ − Dp = 10µm. Pillars centered at the
same x coordinate form a ”column”. Each pillar in a neighboring column is shifted by ∆λ in the y-direction
with respect to the previous one, which defines the row-shift fraction  = ∆λ/λ. Thus, the ”rows” are tilted
with an angle θ = tan−1(). We define ”lane” to be a path between two diagonally parallel rows.
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DLD theory for rigid spherical particles. The row-shift fraction  sets what is referred to as the period p of
the device. ”Period” sets a length-scale in which the column arrangement is exactly repeated. Therefore,
we can divide the unperturbed flow in a gap (i.e., in the absence of any particles) into np flow streams of
equal mass flux. If we assume that the unperturbed flow does not change significantly when particles flow,
the width of the stream adjacent to a pillar becomes the critical particle size [13]. Particles small enough
to fit into one of the streams stay in their streams by zig- zagging, whereas the larger ones cannot. As
the tilt angle θ reduces (i.e., the row-shift fraction  reduces or the period np increases), the stream width
decreases and hence the critical particle size decreases. This theory is in good agreement with experiments
with spherical rigid particles [12, 13].
Simulation domain. The DLD devices usually consist of O(10) rows and O(100) columns, which results
in O(1000) pillars in a device. Performing simulations of cell separation in a whole DLD device is com-
putationally expensive [53]. This renders its systematic analysis infeasible even in 2D. In order to evade
the computational cost the numerical studies conducted so far in this area reduced the simulation domain
to a single pillar by assuming periodicity [34, 50, 57, 60, 62]. However, one pillar with periodic conditions
requires imposing an artificial lateral force to enforce zero net lateral flow since in real DLD devices the
lateral flow is restricted by the walls.
Due to the high computational costs, most of our numerical experiments are conducted using only
one period, i.e., at least d1/e pillars in the flow direction instead of using just one pillar. We confine the
pillar lattice with an exterior wall to enforce zero net lateral flow. This raises the questions about the wall
effects introducing large errors. We numerically determined that the errors are negligible if we use 12
pillars in the y direction (i.e., 12 rows) and d1.5(1/)e pillars in the x direction (i.e., d1.5(1/)e columns)
(see Figure 3(a) and Figure 5 as an example). We present the details of this analysis in Appendix B. The
initial locations of the cells are in the middle lane. Since the pillars are shifted laterally, we end up with
pillars crossing the exterior wall at the top and the bottom. We found out that if we just remove those
pillars, the empty spaces result in less hydraulic resistance and hence induces a lateral pressure gradient.
This breaks the homogeneity of the flow and introduces significant errors in the cell trajectories [35, 58].
Therefore, we decided to replace the circular pillars crossing the walls with elliptical pillars in such a way
that they maintain the same vertical spacing with the neighboring pillars. Those non-circular pillars near
the top and bottom walls provided a homogeneous flow in the middle region in our model (see Figure 5
for our DLD model and the unperturbed velocity for np = 6).
Henry et al. [22] showed that RBCs might have additional zig-zag modes unlike rigid particles, such
as zig-zagging within a period or zig-zagging that requires more than a period to take place. In order
to capture those zig-zagging modes, we perform simulations of a cell by initializing it at several lateral
positions. This is equivalent to simulating the cell for more than one period because in each simulation the
cell confronts the first pillar at a different lateral position. We label the cell zig-zagging if it zig-zags in any
of these simulations and displacing if it displaces in all of the simulations.
Boundary conditions. We want to reflect the periodicity of the DLD device on our model in imposing the
velocity as a boundary condition at the intake and the outtake. For this purpose, we place the side walls
as if they pass through the imaginary columns of the pillars shifted down on the left and up on the right
by ∆λ (the empty circles in the left figure in Figure 3 are the pillars in the imaginary columns). Let Γg0 be
the boundary on the exterior wall corresponding to the gth gap between the imaginary pillars. Since the
velocity in a gap is parabolic, we impose the parabolic velocity profile on Γg0 and zero velocity on the rest
of the exterior wall and on the interior pillars as a Dirichlet boundary condition
U(x) =
Umax
(
1− y2G2
)
, x ∈ Γg0
0, x ∈
(
Γ0 \
⋃
g Γ
g
0
)⋃
(
⋃
i Γi) ,
(8)
where Umax sets the velocity scale (see also the left figure in Figure 3 for the boundary conditions U). We
demonstrate our model for a DLD device of the row-shift fraction  = 0.1667 in Figure 5. The velocity
magnitude far from the top and bottom walls seems homogeneous. Therefore, we expect to capture the
behavior of the particles flowing away from the top and bottom walls accurately in one period using our
model.
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Figure 5: Velocity magnitude (on the left) and velocity in a gap (on the right) in our DLD model for  = 0.1667, i.e., np = 6. Our
DLD model consists of 12 rows and d1.5npe columns of pillars (i.e., 9 columns here). We draw the side walls such that they pass
through the centers of the shifted imaginary columns (not shown). Then we impose a parabolic velocity profile (8) on the boundaries
which correspond to the gaps between the imaginary pillars as a boundary condition. We replaced the circular pillars crossing the
top and the bottom walls with the elliptical ones. That leads to a homogeneous velocity in the device. See Figure 4 for the velocity
in the y-direction and the streamlines for this DLD configuration.
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2.3. Verification
We performed a convergence study by considering one zig-zagging and one displacing RBCs: the zig-
zagging RBC with a high viscosity contrast and the displacing RBC with a low viscosity contrast for the
row-shift fraction  = 0.1667. We refined the spatio-temporal resolution until the trajectories converged
(see Appendix C for the details of the convergence study). We used the converged discretization for the
pillars and the converged temporal resolution in all our simulations. As the row-shift fraction changes,
the number of columns and hence the size of the exterior wall change. In order to maintain the same grid
quality in all our simulations, we adjusted the discretization of the exterior wall depending on .
We also show that our model is not sensitive to at what lateral position and with what inclination angle
RBCs are initialized (see Figure 20 for the results).
2.4. Validation
The separation of rigid spherical particles using a DLD device of circular pillars is well understood [24,
25, 62]. An empirical formula for the critical particle size is given as a function of the gap size G and
row-shift fraction  [12]
Dc = 1.4G
0.48 (9)
where Dc is the critical diameter. Particles with diameters D > Dc displace while those with D < Dc
zig-zag. In order to validate our DLD model we simulated the separation of rigid spherical particles. We
considered four different DLD devices with the same gap G = 10µm and different row-shift fractions
 ∈ {0.05, 0.1, 0.167, 0.25}. We had 8 rigid circular particles with D = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 8.5}µm flowing
through these DLD devices. We observed the trajectories of the particles and determined whether they zig-
zag or displace in one period. We present the results of the validation study in Figure 6. We also plot the
line for the ratio of the critical diameter to the gap Dc/G given by the empirical formula (9). As expected,
the particles with diameters greater than Dc (above the line in Figure 6) displace while those with smaller
diameters (below the line) zig-zag. Our numerical results agree well with the experimental results [12, 25].
This validates our 2D model and proves that it can capture the underlying physics of the particle separation
in the DLD devices.
Remark. In our simulations we consider the transport of the particles at high Peclet numbers (i.e., Pe 
1, the transport is advection dominated). Therefore, the mixed mode, which is an irregular alternation
between zig-zag and displacement modes [24, 35, 62], is not observed in our study. This mode occurs as a
result of diffusion of particles between different streamlines.
2.5. Dimensionless numbers
In this section, we summarize the parameter values that we will use in our experiments in Section 4.
The parameter selection is related to separating normal and abnormal RBCs based on differences in their
deformability. The deformability of a cell depends on the cell’s membrane elasticity, cytoplasmic viscosity
and the imposed flow. These can be combined to a single non-dimensional number, the capillary number:
Ca =
ηoutR
3
eff
κb
Umax
G/2
(10)
where ηout is the viscosity of the exterior fluid, Reff is the effective radius of the cell (Reff =
√
A/pi in which
A is the area enclosed by the cell), Umax is the maximum velocity of the unperturbed Poiseuille flow in a
gap (8), κb is the bending stiffness and G is the gap width. The higher the capillary number is, the more
deformable the cell is. Typically, the bending stiffness and cell thickness (corresponding to its effective size
in deep devices) for a healthy red blood cell are κb = 1E- 19Nm [54, 55] and Reff = 2.5µm [46], respectively.
The viscosity of the blood plasma is ηout = 1.2mPas. As far as the reported experiments [37], the order
of Umax ranges between 10µm/s and 10mm/s in the DLD devices used to separate the blood components.
In those devices the gap width is in the order of GO(1µm), which is also the size in our study. Based on
those typical values, the capillary number for a healthy RBC is Ca ∈ [0.0375, 375]. For the diseased RBC
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Figure 6: Phase diagram for rigid spherical particles in DLD devices of circular pillars as a function of the row-shift fraction  and
the particle diameter-to-gap ratio D/G. We also plot the critical particle size given by the empirical formula (9) (solid black line).
Particles having greater diameters than the critical diameter displace while those with smaller diameters zig-zag. We show the
zig-zagging and displacing particles with filled red circles and blue triangles, respectively. Our numerical results agree well with
experimental results [12, 25].
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the capillary number decreases to its 1/10 since the stiffness increases 10-fold [54]. Therefore, we consider
the capillary numbers in the range of [0.0038, 37.5]. We set the capillary number by adjusting the bending
stiffness κb only and fix all other parameters.
The dimensionless number quantifying the cytoplasmic viscosity of an RBC ηin is the viscosity contrast
ν =
ηin
ηout
. (11)
RBC’s cytoplasmic viscosity is a nonlinear function of the mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration
(MCHC), which is the concentration of the hemoglobin per unit volume of an RBC [1]. The viscosity varies
from one cell to the other even within the same organism due to age because the MCHC increases as RBC
gets older. For a young red blood cell MCHC is around 32g/dl, which results in ηin = 5 − 7mPas, i.e.,
the viscosity contrast is ν = 4 − 6. If the MCHC increases to 40g/dl, the viscosity increases almost four-
fold [8, 41]. Viscosity contrast is inversely proportional to cell’s deformability. So, the smaller the viscosity
contrast is, the more deformable the cell is. We consider ν ∈ [0.1, 100] in our study and set the viscosity
contrast by changing the interior viscosity ηin.
Following Vlahovska and Gracia [59] we define a time scale as the deformation time scale driven by the
imposed flow, which is inverse of the shear gradient in a gap
τ =
G/2
Umax
. (12)
We have already presented the geometry of our DLD model in Section 2.2. The third dimensionless
number is the row-shift fraction  of the DLD device. We adjust  by changing the row-shift ∆λ and the
other DLD parameters remain the same.
3. Results
First, we investigate the effects of the capillary number in Section 3.1 and the viscosity contrast in Section
3.2 on the dynamics of red blood cells in deep devices. Then in Section 3.3, we present phase diagrams for
the transport modes as a function of the capillary number Ca, the viscosity contrast ν and the row-shift
fraction . Finally, we study the cell separation in the flow of dense RBC suspensions through the DLD
devices in Section 3.4.
3.1. Effects of capillary number
We performed simulations of a single RBC flowing through DLD with the capillary numbers Ca =
(0.034, 0.34, 34). The viscosity contrast for these cells is ν = 1. We considered only one device with row-shift
fraction  = 0.1667. We present the superimposed snapshots from these simulations in Figure 7 together
with the unperturbed velocity field (shown with gray arrows). The snapshots are taken when the cells
are in the gaps and between the consecutive gaps. The cells are initialized at the same location and have
effective radius Reff = 2.4µm.
At the top in Figure 7 we compare two stiff cells, the red one (Ca = 0.034) is stiffer than the blue one
(Ca = 0.34). While the stiffer one zig-zags, the softer one displaces. Then, at the bottom we replace the
softer one with even softer cell having Ca = 34. The softer cell again displaces. We, now, discuss our
observations from these simulations. In the gaps, a stiff cell (low Ca) does not deform as much as the soft
one does (high Ca). The stiff cell behaves like a rigid particle and moves closer to the pillars than the softer
cells do. A rigid spherical particle with a diameter less than 6µm zig-zags in a device with  = 0.1667 as we
shown in Section 2.4. Since the cell’s effective size is less than this critical size, it zig-zags. There are several
other differences in cells’ behaviors depending on their stiffness. The softer cells have an asymmetry in
their shape while they are passing through a gap. They have a thick head and a thin tail in the gaps (this
is more apparent for Ca = 34) while the stiff cell maintains its symmetric relaxed shape. The asymmetry
in the soft cells’ shapes and the shear gradient in the gap lead the soft cells to have a higher inclination
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(a) Ca = 0.034 (red cell) and Ca = 0.34 (blue cell)
(b) Ca = 0.034 (red cell) and Ca = 34 (blue cell)
Figure 7: Superimposed snapshots from the simulations of RBCs having different capillary numbers Ca and the unperturbed
velocity field (shown with gray arrows). Here, we initialize the cells at the same position and simulate them separately. We, then,
superimpose the snapshots taken when the cells are in the gaps and between two consecutive gaps. The viscosity contrast and the
row-shift fraction in these simulations are the same, ν = 1 and  = 0.1667, respectively. At the top, we compare the dynamics of
two stiff cells with Ca = 0.034 (red) and Ca = 0.34 (blue). While the stiffer cell (red) zig-zags, the softer one (blue) displaces. At
the bottom, we remain the stiffest cell (Ca = 0.034, red one) but replace the softer one with even a softer cell (Ca = 34, blue one).
Again, the softer cell (blue) displaces.
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angle with respect to the main flow direction than the stiff ones while they are moving towards the region
between two consecutive gaps.
The positive inclination angle with respect to the flow direction and the shear gradient together result in
a phenomenon called cell migration, which has been extensively studied in the literature [9, 10, 19, 20, 38,
44, 59]. A cell placed near a wall migrates away from the wall in confined Poiseuille flow or shear flow due
to its positive inclination with respect to the wall and the shear gradient. Here, the flow in DLD resembles
the Poiseuille flow (confined flow in the gaps and almost free flow between the gaps). Therefore, the cell
with positive inclination moves away from the pillars and if it is sufficiently away from the pillars (i.e., it is
out of the adjacent stream swapping a lane), it displaces. As the inclination increases, it moves even farther
away from the pillars. Figure 7 shows that as the cell becomes softer, its inclination angle increases. That
is, the cells with Ca = (0.34, 34) have higher inclination angles right after the first gap than the one with
Ca = 0.034. The softer cells maintain this positive inclination and stay away from the pillars. Additionally,
the cell with Ca = 34 has higher inclination angle than the one with Ca = 0.34 and moves farther away
from the pillars than the one with Ca = 0.34 (see the gaps in both figures). [62] also observed that the RBCs
stay away from the pillars with square cross-sections and attributed this behavior to the fact that the flow
resembles a confined Poiseuille flow and hence the cells migrate. We discuss the similarities between the
flow in DLD and confined Poiseuille flow in Section 4 and compare the cells’ inclination angles for various
capillary numbers and viscosity contrasts.
3.2. Effects of viscosity contrast
In the previous section, we considered cells with no viscosity contrast. We, now, want to investigate
how the cells’ dynamics in DLD depend on their viscosity contrast. We performed simulations of a single
RBC flowing through DLD with the viscosity contrast values ν = (1, 2, 5). The capillary number for these
cells is Ca = 3.41. We considered the same device as in the previous section, i.e., the row-shift fraction
is  = 0.1667. We present the superimposed snapshots from these simulations in Figure 8 together with
the unperturbed velocity field (shown with gray arrows). Here, the snapshots are taken when the cells are
passing through the gaps and between two consecutive gaps. The cells are initialized at the same location
and have the effective radius Reff = 2.4µm.
The RBCs here have a moderate capillary number so they can be considered more deformable than the
stiff cells in the previous section. In Figure 8(a) we compare cells with no viscosity contrast (i.e., ν = 1, blue)
and with the viscosity contrast ν = 2 (red). Here, both cells displace. As observed in the previous section,
both cells have thick heads and thin tails in the gaps. Additionally, they have positive inclination angle
with respect to the flow direction in the gaps. Their inclination angle increases when they are between two
consecutive gaps. Then, due to this asymmetry and the shear gradient, they migrate away from the pillars.
Since they stay sufficiently away from the pillars, they displace. In Figure 8(b) we compare the cell having
no viscosity contrast with the one having the viscosity contrast ν = 5. The cell with ν = 5 and this capillary
number might be considered a healthy cell and it zig-zags in this device. Although the more viscous cell
(red one) still maintains a positive inclination with respect to the flow direction, this angle is lower than the
one with no viscosity contrast (see the cells right after the first gap). As a result of having smaller inclination
angle, the more viscous cell cannot remain as far away from the pillars as the cell with no viscosity contrast
does (see the cells in the third gap for instance). So the more viscous cell eventually swaps a lane.
It is known that the cells show either tank-treading (moving with the same inclination) or tumbling
(moving while rotating around its axis) depending on its viscosity contrast and capillary number. In free
shear flows, the cells with ν = 5 tumble [29]. So one might expect the same cell to tumble in DLD as
well. However, the confinement reduces the inclination angle of a tank-treading cell and also delays the
tumbling. It turns out that tumbling does not occur for the confinement level we have in the gaps in this
study, which is 2Reff/G = 0.48 (See [31]). That’s why, the cells in DLD always maintain positive inclination
and the inclination decreases as the viscosity contrast increases. We discuss how the inclination angle varies
with viscosity contrast in both confined Poiseuille flows and DLD in detail in Section 4.
Remark. Another consequence of aging besides increasing viscosity contrast is that RBCs lose surface
area (arc-length in 2D) [41], so the reduced area increases. In shear and Poiseuille flows, cell’s migration
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(a) ν = 1 (blue cell) and ν = 2 (red cell)
(b) ν = 1 (blue cell) and ν = 5 (red cell)
Figure 8: Superimposed snapshots from the simulations of RBCs having different viscosity contrasts ν and the unperturbed velocity
field (shown with gray arrows). Here, we initialize the cells at the same position and simulate them separately. We, then, superim-
pose the snapshots taken when the cells are in the gaps and between two consecutive gaps. The capillary number and the row-shift
fraction in these simulations are Ca = 3.41 and  = 0.1667, respectively. At the top, we compare the dynamics of the less viscous
cells with ν = 1 (blue) and ν = 2 (red). Both of these cells displace. At the bottom, we compare the cell having ν = 1 with the one
with ν = 5. The cell with ν = 5 corresponds to a healthy RBC and it zig-zags.
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velocity and inclination angle decrease as the reduced area increases. In the circular limit (the reduced area
of 1), cell does not deform and migrate. Since cell dynamics in DLD are different than those simpler flows,
how the transport modes depend on the reduced area needs to be investigated. In order to shed some
light on this issue we performed simulations of cells with Ca = 3.41 and ν = (1, 10), and DLD devices
with  = (0.1, 0.125, 0.167). We increased the reduced area from 0.65 to 0.75, 0.85 and 0.95. Recall that the
reduced area is 0.65 for the other experiments in the study. We found that the cell with ν = 1 displaces for
all the  values regardless of its reduced area. The cell with ν = 10 zig-zags for these  values when the
reduced area is 0.65. For greater reduced areas the cell tumbles for  = (0.1, 0.125) and displaces while it
still zig-zags for  = 0.1667. Our conclusion is that the cell’s transport mode in DLD can change with its
reduced area depending on the row-shift fraction  and the viscosity contrast ν. This shows that a more
detailed study of the reduced area effects is required but such a study is beyond the scope of our work.
3.3. Phase diagrams
We performed an analysis in order to determine how the cells’ transport modes depend on their capil-
lary number Ca, viscosity contrast ν and the DLD’s row-shift fraction . We obtained three phase diagrams
for the transport modes of a single cell in DLD which are described below.
1.  vs. Ca (at the top in Figure 9): We fixed the viscosity contrast to ν = 10 and performed simulations
for  ∈ [0.0625, 2.5] and Ca ∈ [3.4× 10−3, 3.4× 10−1].
2.  vs. ν (at the bottom in Figure 9): We fixed the capillary number to Ca = 3.4× 10−1 and performed
simulations for  ∈ [0.0625, 2.5] and ν ∈ [1, 10].
3. ν vs. Ca (in Figure 10): We fixed the row-shift fraction to  = 0.1667 (at the top) and  = 0.1 (at the
bottom). Then, we performed simulations for ν = (1, 2, 5, 8, 10, 100) and Ca = [3.4× 10−2, 3.4× 103].
We, first, discuss the phase diagrams for Ca vs.  and ν vs.  in Figure 9. The top figure shows that as the
capillary number increases, the transport mode shifts from zig-zag to displacement and for larger capillary
numbers it again shifts to zig-zag. This is not observed at the bottom figure. For low viscosity contrasts the
cell displaces and as the viscosity contrast increases, the transport mode shifts to zig-zag. Since rigidity of a
cell increases as its viscosity contrast increases or its capillary number decreases, one would expect the same
dynamics as a cell becomes rigid. Our results agree with this expectation. The phase diagrams show that
a cell has the same transport mode in the limit of low capillary number and high viscosity contrast. This
transport mode is zig-zag. This is reasonable because a very rigid cell behaves like a rigid spherical particle
with a diameter equal to the cell’s thickness≈ 2.5µm (i.e., it cannot migrate and its effective size is≈ 2.5µm)
and the critical particle size given by (9) for the row-shift fractions considered here is greater than the cell’s
thickness (i.e., Dc = 3.7µm). So the rigid cell zig-zags. The reason why we observe different transport
modes depending on the capillary number and viscosity contrast is that a cell’s inclination angle depends
on these parameters and it migrates some amount which depends on its inclination angle as observed in
the previous sections. However, the rigid cell does not migrate. The curves separating the transport modes
in these figures are given by a power law (13a) (for the top figure) and (13b) (for the bottom figure).
 = 0.014Ca
−0.48, (13a)
 = −0.29ν0.25 + 0.26. (13b)
R2 is the coefficient of determination, which indicates the goodness of a fit. The curve fits (13a) and (13b)
have R2 = 0.92 and R2 = 0.91, respectively.
Figure 10 indicates how the transport mode depends on the capillary number and viscosity contrast for
a fixed row-shift fraction. Here, the top figure is for the row-shift fraction  = 0.1667 and the bottom one
is for  = 0.1. We observe that in DLD with higher row-shift fraction cells zig-zag more. That is, under
the same conditions (ν and Ca) a cell zig-zags for high  and displaces for low . For example, the mode
is zig-zag in  = 0.1667 and displacement in  = 0.1 for ν = 5 and Ca = 3.4 × 10−1. The reason is as the
row-shift fraction increases, the width of the adjacent stream (and hence the critical size) increases. In order
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Figure 9: Phase diagrams for the transport modes as a function of the capillary number Ca and row-shift fraction  with ν = 10 (at
the top) and as a function of the viscosity contrast ν and  with Ca = 0.34 (at the bottom). Red circles and blue triangles indicate
zig-zagging and displacing cells, respectively. The solid line at the top corresponds to (13a) and the one at the bottom corresponds
to (13b). These equations approximate the separation between two transport modes.
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Figure 10: Phase diagrams for the transport modes as a function of the viscosity contrast ν and capillary numberCa for the row-shift
fractions  = 0.1667 (at the top) and  = 0.1 (at the bottom). Red circles and blue triangles indicate zig-zagging and displacing
cells, respectively.
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(a) t = 71.4τ (b) t = 95.2τ
(c) t = 107.1τ (d) t = 119.1τ
(e) t = 131τ (f) t = 142.9τ
Figure 11: Frames from a simulation of a dense RBC suspension for the row shift fraction  = 0.1667. The suspension has a volume
fraction of 15%. All RBCs in the suspension have the same capillary number Ca = 0.34 and viscosity contrast ν = 1. The phase
diagram in Figure 9 shows that a single RBC with these parameters displaces. In its dense suspension, however, only 30% of the
RBCs displace. τ is the time scale defined as the inverse of the shear gradient in a gap, i.e., τ = G/2Umax. See Figure 12 for the
statistics of the dense suspensions.
for a cell to displace for that case higher migration velocity (i.e. higher inclination angle) is required. That’s
why, for the same viscosity contrasts and capillary numbers the top figure ( = 0.1667) in Figure 10 has
more zig-zagging cases than the bottom figure ( = 0.1). For  = 0.1667, only the cells with the viscosity
contrasts ν = (1, 2) displace if their capillary number is greater than 3.4 × 10−2. So the viscosity contrast
based separation is possible for these cells. However, the capillary number based separation is only possible
for viscosity contrasts ν = (1, 2) and for very low capillary numbers. For  = 0.1, the transport mode shifts
from zig-zag to displacement and then to zig-zag again as the capillary number increases for the viscosity
contrast ν ≥ 5. So, the separation based on the capillary number is possible for higher capillary numbers
than it is for  = 0.1667.
3.4. Breakdown of DLD efficiency in dense suspensions
The DLD theory is developed for dilute suspensions assuming that the unperturbed velocity field (in
the absence of particles) is not distorted when the particles are present. So that the particle-pillar interac-
tions result in deterministic particle trajectories and hence separation. Additionally, the phase diagrams for
deformability-based RBC separation in our study and the literature [34, 50] are obtained simulating a single
particle in a DLD device. As the suspensions become denser, the particle-particle interactions dominate the
particle-pillar interactions and separation may not occur anymore because the particles of the same prop-
erties are not in the same transport modes [57]. The DLD efficiency for dense suspensions is of interest
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because the use of dense suspensions would reduce the operation time and remove the pre-treatment (such
as dilution) requirement. Inspired by Vernekar and Kru¨ger [57] we are interested in failure of the transport
modes in dense suspensions of RBCs in deep devices. In order to explain the failure let’s consider a single
RBC with a certain viscosity contrast and capillary number and suppose that this RBC displaces in its dilute
suspension for a certain row-shift fraction. When a dense suspension of this RBC flows in the same device,
not all of the cells displace. This is called failure in the displacement mode. Similarly we define failure in
the zig-zag mode, too. Vernekar and Kru¨ger [57] performed 3D simulations of the flow of dense RBC sus-
pensions in shallow devices for various capillary numbers, row-shift fractions and volume fractions under
a constant viscosity contrast of ν = 5. The key findings of their study are:
1. As the volume fraction increases for the same row-shift fraction and capillary number, more RBCs
zig-zag independent of the transport mode of a single RBC under the same conditions. So the dis-
placement mode is more prone to failure than the zig-zag mode. Consequently, it is easier to separate
large particles such as white blood cells from dense suspensions of RBCs than the small particles (e.g.,
platelets), since the small particles also zig-zag like the RBCs.
2. At the same volume fraction and capillary number increasing the row- shift fraction reduces the
failure rate of the displacement mode in one period of the device. However, a DLD device with small
row-shift fraction must be long enough to have significant lateral separation between displacing and
zig-zagging particles at the end. This requires using many periods of the device, which increases the
failure rate in the overall device. Therefore, the use of small row-shift fractions does not prevent the
breakdown.
Inglis et al. [26] also made the same observations in their experimental study.
Here, we performed numerical simulations of dense suspensions in deep devices. We, first, considered
RBCs with two different capillary numbers Ca = (0.0034, 0.34) but a fixed viscosity contrast of ν = 10
for the row-shift fractions  = (0.0833, 0.125, 0.1667). Secondly, we conducted the same experiments with
two different viscosity contrasts ν = (1, 10) but a fixed capillary number of Ca = 0.34. As in the previous
sections, we observed the transport mode in one period of the device. We filled the middle lane of the
device by randomly initialized RBCs. Then as the simulation went on we initialized new RBCs at a random
lateral position at the leftmost of the device randomly in time. We ran the simulations until 100 RBCs in
total traveled to the end of the device. We define and calculate the volume fraction as follows. Considering
a circle centered at each cell’s center with diameter equal to the cell’s arc-length, we compute the so-called
local volume fraction which is the ratio of the area occupied by the cells in the circle to the area of the circle.
Finally, taking the average of the local volume fraction over time and cells delivers the volume fraction
of the simulation. In Figure 11 we present the frames from the simulation of RBCs with Ca = 0.34 and
ν = 1 for the row-shift fraction  = 0.1667. We report the numbers of zig-zagging and displacing RBCs
in the dense suspensions in Figure 12. The dense suspensions in our simulations had volume fractions of
15%-20%. We found out that one RBC interacts with approximately two to three other RBCs in average
throughout its motion in our simulations. The statistics in Figure 12 agree well with the findings of Inglis
et al. [26], Vernekar and Kru¨ger [57]. We summarize our results:
1. The displacement mode due to either viscosity contrast or capillary number is more susceptible to
failure. That is, more than 50% of the RBCs in a dense suspension zig-zags for the two largest row-
shift fractions (the first two columns in Figure 12) while the transport mode of the RBC with the
same properties is displacement in its dilute suspension(see the first and the last rows). Whereas only
15%-20% of the zig-zagging RBCs fails to zig-zag (see the second row).
2. For the smaller row-shift fractions (from left to right in the same figure), the breakdown is less pro-
nounced. Only 25% of the displacing RBCs zig-zag in a dense suspension for the smallest row-shift
fraction (see the last column).
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Figure 12: Breakdown of the transport modes in dense RBC suspensions. We performed simulations of a single RBC (dilute
suspension) and multiple RBCs (dense suspension) for the row-shift fractions  = (0.083, 0.125, 0.1667). We considered RBCs
with the capillary numbersCa = (0.0034, 0.34) and viscosity contrasts ν = (1, 10). The dense suspensions have volume fractions
of 15% to 20%. We present the histogram plots showing the numbers of zig-zagging and displacing RBCs (out of 100). In the
dilute suspensions, a single RBC either zig-zags or displaces. Therefore, we observe either 100% zig-zag or displacement in the
dilute suspensions. Whereas in dense suspensions the same RBCs are not in the same transport modes. Results at each column are
for different row-shift fractions (decreasing from left to right) and those at each row have different combinations of Ca and ν.
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4. Discussion
In this section, we investigate the underlying mechanism for the RBC separation depending on the
capillary number and viscosity contrast in deep DLD devices. Since the flow in DLD resembles free shear
flow (between the vertical gaps) and confined Poiseuille flow (in vertical gaps), we compare cell dynamics
in DLD with those in these simpler flows. We present the similarities and seek if these simpler setups can
be used to predict whether a cell displaces or zig-zags in a particular DLD device.
4.1. Free shear flow
The results in Section 3 show that cells having high positive inclination angles with respect to the flow
direction displace and those having lower inclination angles zig-zag. This is a result of a positive inclina-
tion angle and shear gradient which lead a cell to migrate away from the pillars. A cell’s inclination angle
depends on its capillary number and viscosity contrast. In free shear flow, cells tilt to a certain angle and
move with that angular orientation for low capillary numbers and viscosity contrasts. This motion is called
tank-treading. For high capillary numbers and viscosity contrasts, cells do not have such an angular orien-
tation and tumble [29, 39]. This motion is called tumbling. In free shear flow, tank-treading cells migrate
from high shear rate regions to low shear rate regions while tumbling cells do not migrate [38, 44, 59]. [22]
investigated sorting cells depending on those cell dynamics and concluded that tank-treading at the viscos-
ity contrast ν = 1 results in displacement and tumbling usually leads to zig-zag. They observed tumbling
between the gaps right before a cell zig-zags which we also observed for some cases. It must be noted that
tumbling does not occur in the gaps in DLD due to the confinement [31].
We investigate whether the conditions (the capillary number and the viscosity contrast) causing cells to
tank-tread in free shear flow lead cells to displace in DLD for any row-shift fraction. In other words, we
investigate whether the conditions causing cells to tumble in free shear flow lead cells to zig-zag in DLD
for any row-shift fraction. If this is true, then we can estimate cell dynamics in DLD by simulating cells in a
simpler free shear flow. However, as we can see in Figure 10, a cell tank-treading in a free shear flow does
not necessarily displace in DLD flow for the same capillary number and the viscosity contrast. For example,
a cell that tumbles for ν = 5 and Ca = O(10) in free shear flow displaces in the DLD for  = 0.1 but zig-
zags for  = 0.1667. The main reason for that the dynamics in free shear flow cannot predict the transport
mode in DLD is that the row-shift fraction information does not enter free shear flow. Additionally, the
confinement in the gaps in DLD also affects these dynamics [31].
4.2. Confined Poiseuille flow
Confining a cell by walls delays the cell’s transition from tank-treading to tumbling and can even avoid
tumbling [31]. In order to incorporate the confinement effects into a simpler model we, now, consider
confined Poiseuille flow, to which the flow in a DLD gap resembles, and we investigate the cell dynamics.
We imposed a parabolic velocity similar to the flow in DLD gaps on the side walls of a channel confined by
two parallel walls. The width of this channel is the same as the width of the gap in our DLD simulations.
Thus, the confinement is χ = 2Reff/G. The channel is centered at the origin and the cell is initialized at
yi = −3G/10. We performed simulations of a cell for the same capillary numbers and viscosity contrasts we
considered in our DLD simulations, i.e., Ca ∈ [3.41×10−2, 3.41×103] and ν ∈ [1, 10]. We let the cell migrate
to yf = −G/10. We do not allow the cell to reach the center because there it shows complex shape changes
and equilibrium dynamics at the center for this confinement [1]. Additionally, the cell in DLD usually stays
near the pillars not at the center of the gaps. We measured the cell’s migration velocity vmig (i.e., velocity
in the direction perpendicular to the flow direction) and inclination angle α with respect to the walls at
various lateral positions. We present the time-averaged inclination angles α and migration velocities vmig
for various capillary numbers Ca and viscosity contrasts ν in Figure 13. The figure on the left shows that
the inclination angle varies less with the viscosity contrast for the lowest capillary number than higher
capillary numbers. As the capillary number increases, the inclination angle increases. It also increases as the
viscosity contrast decreases. So for lower viscosity contrasts and higher capillary numbers the inclination
angle is higher. For Ca ≥ 102 the inclination angle does not change significantly with Ca. Additionally, the
inclination angle increases monotonously with the capillary number for the viscosity contrasts ν = (1, 2)
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Figure 13: The time-averaged inclination angles α (on the left) and the migration velocities vmig (on the right) for a red blood cell
in confined Poiseuille flow for various capillary numbers Ca and viscosity contrasts ν. We considered a channel having the same
confinement as the gaps in our DLD simulations. We initialized a cell below the centerline and let the cell to migrate towards the
center.
but it does not change monotonously with the capillary number for the viscosity contrasts ν ≥ 5. The
figure on the right indicates that the average migration velocity parallels the average inclination angle.
A cell migrates faster for lower viscosity contrasts. The migration velocity monotonously increases with
the capillary number for the viscosity contrasts ν = (1, 2) like the average inclination angle, however, this
behavior vanishes for viscosity contrasts ν ≥ 5. Although the inclination angle still changes with Ca for
Ca = O(1), the migration velocity does not change significantly with Ca anymore for Ca = O(1). The
reason might be the fact that the bending relaxation time scale dominates the time scale for shear flow for
Ca > 1. Another observation is that a very rigid cell (i.e., the viscosity contrast ν = 1000) also has a positive
inclination with respect to the walls but the angle is an order of magnitude smaller than that for softer cells.
This results in a very small migration velocity for the stiff cell. Overall, similar to the DLD flow examples
we do not observe tumbling for this confinement in confined Poiseuille flow, which agrees with [31].
Based on these results we expect that the transport mode in DLD depends on whether the degree of
cell’s inclination results in enough migration to keep the cell far away from the pillars. We, now, discuss
how the inclination angle of a cell depends on Ca, ν and  in DLD flows and compare it with the above
results for confined Poiseuille flows.
We demonstrate how the inclination angle of a cell changes as the cell flows through a DLD device
in Figure 14. On the left, we vary the viscosity contrast ν by setting the capillary number to Ca = 0.34 and
row-shift fraction to  = 0.0625. On the right we vary the row-shift fraction for a fixed capillary number
Ca = 0.34 and viscosity contrast ν = 1. All these cells displace except the one with ν = 10 on the left figure.
The displacing cells attain their minimum angles in the gaps and tilt to their maximum angles between
two consecutive gaps. These maximum angles are 0.58rad for ν = 1, 0.5rad for ν = 2 and 0.37rad for
ν = 5. These values are close to the steady inclination angles of the RBCs having these viscosity contrasts
in an unbounded shear flow [4, 29]. However, the displacing RBCs’ maximum inclination angles depend
also on the row-shift fraction. The figure on the right indicates that as the row-shift fraction increases, the
maximum inclination angle increases. The reason for that is as the row-shift fraction increases, the angle
between the direction of the flow between the gaps and the main flow direction increases. This results in
a higher maximum inclination angle. Additionally, the figure on the right shows that the minimum angle
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Figure 14: Inclination angles α of RBCs for various viscosity contrasts ν at a fixed row-shift fraction  = 0.0625 on the left and
for various row-shift fractions at a fixed viscosity contrast ν = 1 on the right. The capillary number is the same for all the results,
Ca = 0.34. The RBCs with ν = 1, 2, 5 displace and the one with ν = 10 zig-zags. The displacing RBCs have positive inclination
angles alternating between two values (see the figure on the left). The minimum angle is attained when the cell is in the gap and the
cell reaches the maximum angle when it is between two gaps. The minimum and maximum angles reduce as the viscosity contrast
increases. The maximum angle depends also on the row-shift fraction . As the row- shift fraction increases the maximum angle
increases, however, the minimum angle does not change significantly (see the figure on the right). The x-coordinates are normalized
by the lengths of the DLD devices L.
does not change significantly with the row-shift fraction. This is because the flow in the gap is always in the
main flow direction no matter what the row-shift fraction is(see Figure 5). The minimum inclination angle
depends only on the viscosity contrast and the capillary number.
Since the inclination angle of a cell is much higher when the cell is between the gaps than when the
cell is in the gaps, we compute the average inclination angles in the gaps and between the gaps, separately.
We present these average inclination angles α as a function of the capillary number and viscosity contrast
for the row-shift fractions  = 0.1667 in Figure 15 and for  = 0.1 in Figure 16. The figures on the left
demonstrate the average angles in the gaps and those on the right show the angles between the gaps. We
indicate the zig-zagging and displacing cells with red circles and blue triangles, respectively. The results for
 = 0.1667 (See Figure 15) show that the average inclination angle is higher for low viscosity contrasts and
increases with the capillary number for ν = (1, 2). The average inclination angle does not monotonously
change with the capillary number for ν ≥ 5. In this sense, the cell dynamics in DLD are similar to those in
the confined Poiseuille flow (See Figure 13). While the average angle is less in the gap than in the channel
flow, the average angle between the gaps is much higher than the angle in the confined Poiseuille flow due
to a weaker confinement between the gaps. So, since a cell periodically moves from strong confinement
in the gaps than to weak confinement between the consecutive gaps, it shows more complicated dynamics
in DLD than in the confined Poiseuille flow. Additionally, since the row-shift fraction information does
not appear in the confined Poiseuille flow, the transport modes of cells in DLD cannot be captured by this
simpler setup. For example, while the cells having average inclination angles in the gaps greater than
0.16rad zig-zag for  = 0.1667, those with the average angles less than 0.16rad displace for  = 0.1.
We made another observation that supports the complexity of the flow in DLD. Figure 15 shows that
the displacing cells have higher inclination angles than the zig-zagging ones both in the gaps and between
the gaps for  = 0.1667. Then, one might generalize and state that the displacing cells always have higher
inclination angles than the zig-zagging ones. However, the results for  = 0.1 in Figure 16 present a counter-
example. That is, the higher inclination angle in the gaps does not guarantee that the cell displaces. For
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Figure 15: The average inclination angles α of RBCs in the gaps (on the left) and between the gaps (on the right) for the row-shift
fraction  = 0.1667. The results are from the simulations we performed for the phase diagram at the top in Figure 10. Red circles
and blue triangles indicate the zig-zagging and displacing cells, respectively. The displacing cells have higher inclination angles
than the zig-zagging ones. That is, the displacing cells have α > 0.16rad in the gaps and α > 0.6rad between the gaps. Whereas
the zig-zagging ones have α < 0.16rad in the gaps and α < 0.5rad between the gaps.
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Figure 16: The average inclination angles α of RBCs in the gaps (on the left) and between the gaps (on the right) for the row-shift
fraction  = 0.1. The results are from the simulations we performed for the phase diagram at the top in Figure 10. Red circles and
blue triangles indicate the zig-zagging and displacing cells, respectively.
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Figure 17: The time-averaged pseudo-lift F l (14) (on the left) and migration velocities vmig (on the right) for RBCs as a function of
the capillary number Ca and viscosity contrast ν for the row-shift fraction  = 0.1667. While the x-axis corresponds to Ca, lines
with different colors correspond to ν. Red circles and blue triangles indicate zig-zagging and displacing cells, respectively.
example, the average inclination angle in the gaps for ν = 5 and Ca = 0.034 (the lowest capillary number)
is slightly higher than the angle for the same viscosity contrast but the next capillary number Ca = 0.34 (see
the left figure). However, the cell with the lowest capillary number zig-zags and the one with a higher capil-
lary number displaces. The reason is the cell with a higher capillary number has higher average inclination
angle between the gaps than the one with the lowest capillary number (see the right figure).
Although neither free shear flow or confined Poiseuille flow can capture the transport mode of a cell
in DLD devices, it is helpful to understand the cell dynamics in these flows to explain the underlying
mechanism for the cell separation in DLD.
4.3. Pseudo-lift
In inertial flows (i.e., Re  1) the net force in the direction perpendicular to the free-stream velocity
causes a body to drift in that direction. This force is called lift Fl and given by
Fl(t) =
∫
γ
(Tn)·kdγ, (14)
where γ is the surface of the body, T is total hydrodynamic stress on the body, n is the normal direction on
the surface, and k is a unit vector perpendicular to the free-stream velocity. In non-inertial flows (i.e., Re
1) such as the flow of RBCs in DLD in our study, the net lift force on a body given by (14) turns out to be zero.
By modifying the term k in (14) we define the so-called pseudo-lift for the flow of cells to quantify the cell
migration in DLD. We compute the pseudo-lift Fl(t) at the time t using the same equation (14). Instead of a
constant k along the boundary, we use a k varying along the boundary which is a unit vector perpendicular
to the velocity on γ. The other terms in (14) remain the same. That is, T is the total hydrodynamic stress
on the cell’s boundary γ (see Appendix A for the integral equation formulation to compute T) and n is the
unit normal vector on γ. Since k varies along the boundary γ, there is a net pseudo-lift on a migrating cell.
We, then, define the time-averaged pseudo-lift F l
F l =
1
T
∫ tf
ti
Fl(t)dt, (15)
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where T = tf − ti. Here, we integrate between the time ti when the cell is passing through the second
gap and the time tf which is either when a displacing RBC is at the end of a period or when a zig-zagging
RBC switches a lane. Since Tn scales with κbReff (see (6)), we normalize F l with κbReff . On the left figure
in Figure 17 we present the time-averaged pseudo-lift on the cells with the capillary numbers Ca = (3.41×
10−2, 3.41, 3.41×102) and viscosity contrasts ν = (1, 2, 5, 8) for the row-shift fraction  = 0.1667. On the right
figure in Figure 17 we also show the time-averaged migration velocity vmig for these cells. We computed the
velocity of a cell’s center in the y-direction at each time step and averaged the velocity as we did it for the
pseudo-lift in (15). The time-averaged inclination angles corresponding to these cells are already presented
in Figure 15. In these figures we also marked the zig-zagging and displacing cells with red circles and blue
triangles, respectively. The zig-zagging cells have pseudo-lift and migration velocity either very close to
zero or less than zero. Whereas, the displacing cells have an order of magnitude greater pseudo-lift and
migration velocity. The average migration velocity seems to depend on the capillary number and viscosity
contrast as the average inclination angle does so (See Figure 15). That is, the average migration velocity
monotonously increases and reaches a plateau for ν = (1, 2), and it decreases then increases for ν = (5, 8).
Although the pseudo-lift does not exactly follow this behavior, it can be used as a measure of the cell
migration.
Remark. The normal stress difference (i.e. N = 〈Txx〉 − 〈Tyy〉), where the angle bracket 〈·〉 denotes
volume average, has been used to quantify cell migration in shear and Poiseuille flows [18, 19]. In these
flows, the normal stress difference is positive during migration of a tank-treading cell and becomes zero
when migration ends. So, the positive normal stress difference indicates cell migration. A tumbling cell’s
inclination angle oscillates periodically, which results in a nonlinear behavior of N in time. In DLD flows,
a cell’s inclination angle oscillates like a tumbling cell (see Figure 14). As a result of that, the normal stress
difference shows a nonlinear behavior in time in DLD flows. In order to investigate if the normal stress
difference indicates whether a cell displaces or zig-zags, we computed the its time average for several
cases: cells with Ca = (0.034, 3.4, 340) and ν = (1, 2, 5, 8) for  = 0.1667. We found positive average normal
stress difference for the displacing cells (those with (Ca, ν) = {(3.4, 1), (3.4, 2), (340, 1), (340, 2)}). However,
the average normal stress difference turned out to be not negative or nearly zero always for zig-zagging
cells. The reason is although a zig-zagging cell maintains positive inclination angle most of the time (hence
positive average normal stress difference), this may not be able to generate sufficient migration to displace.
Overall, we have not observed any stronger correlation between cell’s transport mode and the average
normal stress difference than the one between the mode and the pseudo-lift.
5. Conclusion
Using an in-house integral equation solver, we have studied deformability-based red blood cell (RBC)
separation in deep deterministic lateral displacement (DLD) devices. Deformability of an RBC is deter-
mined by the RBC’s membrane stiffness and interior fluid viscosity, which correspond to the dimensionless
numbers: capillary number Ca and viscosity contrast ν , respectively. We have performed a systematic
study to map out the parameter space for the transport modes as a function of Ca, ν and the row-shift
fraction  describing the DLD geometry. We have observed that an RBC is either in the displacement mode
with a steady angular orientation or in the zig-zag mode depending on its Ca and ν. This leads RBCs to
have a net non-zero or almost zero lateral displacement as they leave a DLD device. Thereby, the cells can
be separated laterally.
We have discussed the mechanism enabling the separation in deep devices. As already known, RBCs
either tank-tread with a steady inclination angle or tumble in confined Poiseuille flows. Lateral confinement
in the gaps in DLD, however, restricts tumbling and all the cells move with a positive inclination with
respect to the flow direction. The degree of the inclination angle depends on the cells’ capillary number
and viscosity contrast. Positive inclination with respect to the flow and the shear gradient results in cell
migration towards low shear gradient region. Cells having higher inclination angles stay farther away
from the pillars than those having smaller inclination angles. Since the RBC dynamics in DLD resemble
those in confined Poiseuille flows, we have compared the cell dynamics in these flows. Although there
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are several similarities between the cell dynamics in these flows (such as the variation of inclination angles
with the capillary number and the viscosity contrast), the DLD flow is more complicated. Thus, the cell
dynamics in DLD cannot be estimated using simpler flows such as confined Poiseuille flows. Finally, we
define the so-called pseudo-lift to quantify the degree of migration. Letting the direction of the row-shift
be the positive lateral direction, we have found out that strong positive pseudo-lift acts on the displacing
RBCs while either weak or negative lift force acts on the zig-zagging RBCs. Furthermore, the magnitude of
the pseudo-lift depends on the capillary number and viscosity contrast.
We have also performed simulations with dense RBC suspensions for various capillary numbers, viscos-
ity contrasts and row-shift fractions. Our findings agree well with the numerical [57] and experimental [26]
studies:
1. While a single RBC with a certain viscosity contrast and capillary number displaces in its dilute
suspension, more than 50% of the same RBCs zig-zags in their dense suspension for the same device.
2. This is not observed for the RBCs that zig-zag in their dilute suspensions. The majority of RBCs
each of which zig-zags alone still zig-zags in their dense suspensions. In other words, while the
displacement mode breaks down as the volume fraction increases, the zig-zag mode seems more
robust.
Overall, our study contributes to the understanding of the RBC dynamics in deep DLD devices. Thereby,
it helps design and optimization of the devices. This is important because these devices can be used for
rapid medical diagnoses and tests as the deformability of a diseased RBC is evidently different than its
healthy counterparts.
A. Integral equation formulation
We revisit the integral equation formulation of (2)-(6) in Kabacaog˘lu et al. [28]. We refer the reader
to Figure 3 for the schematic. Let viscosity contrast be defined as ν = ηin/ηout between the interior fluid
with viscosity ηin and the exterior fluid with viscosity ηout. The single and double layer potentials for Stokes
flow (Spq and Dpq , respectively) denote the potential induced by hydrodynamic densities of the interfacial
force f and velocity u on cell q and evaluated on cell p:
Spq[f ](x) := 1
4piηout
∫
γq
(
−I log ρ+ r⊗ r
ρ2
)
f(y)dsy, x ∈ γp, (16a)
Dpq[u](x) := 1− νq
pi
∫
γq
r · n
ρ2
r⊗ r
ρ2
u(y)dsy, x ∈ γp, (16b)
where r = x− y and ρ = ‖r‖2. Let Sp := Spp and Dp := Dpp denote cell self-interactions. We, then, define
Epq[f ,u](x) = Spq[f ](x) +Dpq[u](x), x ∈ γp,
Ep[f ,u](x) =
M∑
q=1
Epq[f ,u](x), x ∈ γp.
For confined flows such as flows in DLD devices, we use the completed double layer potential due to a
density function ζ defined on the solid walls
B[ζ](x) = DΓ[ζ](x) +
M∑
q=1
R [ξq(ζ), cq] (x) +
M∑
q=1
S [λq(ζ), cq] (x), x ∈ γ ∪ Γ.
The Stokeslets and rotlets are
S [λq(ζ), cq] (x) =
1
4piηout
(
− log ρ+ r⊗ r
ρ2
)
λq(ζ) and R [ξq(ζ), cq] (x) =
ξq(ζ)
ηout
r⊥
ρ2
,
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where cq is a point inside ωq , r = x− cq , and r⊥ = (r2,−r1). The size of the Stokeslets and rotlets are
λq,i =
1
2pi
∫
γq
ζi(y)dsy, i = 1, 2 and ξq =
1
2pi
∫
γq
y⊥ · ζ(y)dsy.
If x ∈ Γ0, we add the rank one modification N0[ζ](x) =
∫
Γ0
(n(x)⊗ n(y)) ζ(y)dsy to B to remove a one-
dimensional null space. Finally, by expressing the inextensibility constraint in operator form as
P[u](x) = xs · us,
the integral equation formulation of (2)-(6) is
(1 + νp)u(x) = Ep[f ,u](x) + Bp[ζ](x), x ∈ γp, cell evolution, (17a)
(1 + νp)U(x) = −1
2
ζ(x) + EΓ[f ,u](x) + B[ζ](x), x ∈ Γ, fixed boundaries, (17b)
P[u](x) = 0, x ∈ γp, cell inextensibility. (17c)
Since the velocity u = dx/dt and the interfacial force f depend on σ and x, (17) is a system of integro-
differential-algebraic equations for x, σ, and ζ.
Computing total stress on a membrane. In order to compute the hydrodynamic lift on a cell’s membrane
we need to compute the total stress T = −pI+ η(∇u+∇uT ). We revisit the integral equation formulation
for the stress from Quaife and Biros [47]. The stress TS of the single-layer potential u(x) = S[f ](x) is
TS [σ](x) =
1
pi
∫
γ
r·σ
ρ2
r⊗ r
ρ2
fdsy, (18)
which gives the stress at x due to a cell with an interfacial force f . The stress TD of the double-layer
potential u(x) = D[ζ](x) is
TD[σ](x) =
1
pi
M∑
q=1
∫
γq
(
n·ζq
ρ2
σ − 8
ρ6
(r·n)(r·ζq)(r·σ)r+ r·n
ρ4
(r⊗ ζq + ζq ⊗ r)σ
)
+
(
r·ζq
ρ4
(r⊗ n+ n⊗ r)σ
)
dsy, (19)
which is the stress at x due to the pillars with density ζ. Total stress is the summation of the stresses due to
a cell, pillars and an exterior wall.
Temporal discretization. We linearize (17) and treat the stiff terms, such as the bending, implicitly, while
treating nonlinear terms, such as the layer potential kernel, explicitly. In particular, an approximation for
the position x and tension σ of cell p at time n+ 1 is computed by solving
αp
∆t
(
xn+1p − xnp
)
= Snp fn+1p +Dnpun+1p + Bp[ζn+1] +
M∑
q=1
q 6=p
Enpq[fn+1q ,un+1q ], x ∈ γp (20a)
Un+1(x) = −1
2
ζn+1(x) + EnΓ [fn+1,un+1](x) + B[ζn+1](x) +N0[ζn+1](x), x ∈ Γ, (20b)
Pnxn+1p = Pnxnp , x ∈ γp, (20c)
un+1p =
xn+1p − xnp
∆t
, x ∈ γp, (20d)
where αp = (1 + νp)/2, and operators with a superscript n are discretized at xn.
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Spatial discretization. Let x(θ), θ ∈ (0, 2pi] be a parametrization of the interface γp, and let{x(θk) =
2kpi/N}Nk=1 be N uniformly distributed discretization points. Then, a spectral representation of the cell
membrane is given by
x(θ) =
N/2∑
k=−N/2+1
xˆ(k)eikθ.
We use the fast Fourier transform to compute xˆ, and arc-length derivatives are computed pseudo-spectrally.
While we use an interpolation scheme [47] for nearly singular integrals, we use a Gauss-trapezoid quadra-
ture rule with accuracy O(h8 log h) to evaluate the single layer potential and the spectrally accurate trape-
zoid rule for the double layer potential.
B. Wall effects
Period (np = 1/) of a DLD device is determined by its row-shift fraction  = ∆λ/λ, where ∆λ is the
amount of the lateral shift and λ is the center-to-center distance between two pillars. Each pillar in the next
column is shifted by ∆λ with respect to the previous one and hence the arrangement of the pillars in a
column is repeated after np columns. Since we are interested in the RBC behavior in a period, we reduce
the domain of the DLD simulations to a single period. Due to the Stokes’ paradox, we have to confine
the pillars with an exterior wall. Confining the pillars introduces wall effects which spoil the underlying
physics and hence have to be avoided. Here, we want to find the sufficient amount of rows and columns
that must be included in our domain to minimize the wall effects.
We considered a DLD device with the row-shift fraction  = 0.1667, i.e., np = 6. We performed sim-
ulations of RBCs with the capillary number Ca = 0.648 and two different viscosity contrasts ν = 0.1 and
ν = 10. The RBC with the lower viscosity contrast displaces and the one with the higher viscosity con-
trast zig-zags. We, first, fixed the number of columns to ncol = d1.5pe and varied the number of rows
nrow = (8, 10, 12, 16). We present the inclination angles (at the top) and trajectories (at the bottom) of the
RBCs during their motions in Figure 18. Here, the results on the left are for ν = 0.1 and those on the right
are for ν = 10. The displacing RBC (ν = 0.1) shows different transitions in the devices with nrow = (8, 10)
than those with nrow = (12, 16). But the RBCs have the same trajectories and inclination angles after the
transition for all nrow. The zig-zagging RBC (ν = 10) follows similar trajectories with similar variations in
the inclination angles in the devices with nrow = (12, 16). Since the trajectories and inclination angles do
not change much after nrow ≥ 12, we decided to include nrow = 12 rows in our DLD domain.
Dynamics of RBC given by a simulation in a single period of a DLD device must repeat itself as the
simulation domain includes more periods if the simulation in a single period is not spoiled by the side wall
effects. In order to determine if our simulations in a single period is accurate, we fixed the number of rows
to nrow = 12 and considered the number of columns ncol = (p, 2p) for the same examples above. We present
the results in Figure 19. Here again, the results on the left are for the displacing RBC (ν = 0.1) and those
on the right are for the zig-zagging RBC (ν = 10). The displacing RBC goes through a transition within
one period and follows a trajectory along the pillars. As one more period is included in the domain, the
trends in neither the inclination angle nor the trajectory changes. The zig-zagging RBC falls down a lower
lane once within one period and repeats this motion if the device includes one more period. However,
the RBC in the device with ncol = p columns flips near the end of the first period (see the top right figure
on Figure 19). The RBC in the device with two periods also flips but near the end of the second period not
the first one. This can be avoided by having ncol = d1.5pe columns in the domain. It seems that it suffices
to have ncol = d1.5pe number of columns in our domain and perform simulations within one period to
alleviate the wall effects.
In addition to those precautions, we also discussed in Section 2.2 that it is essential to replace the circular
pillars which, if placed, would cross the top and bottom walls with non-circular pillars in such a way that
a similar hydraulic resistance is maintained in the entire domain. Consequently, we have a homogeneous
flow almost everywhere in our DLD domain when RBCs are not present (see Figure 5).
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Figure 18: Effects of the top and bottom walls on the RBC behavior. We performed simulations of RBCs with the capillary number
Ca = 0.648 and the viscosity contrasts ν = 0.1 (on the left) and ν = 10 (on the right). The DLD device has ncol = d1.5pe
number of columns and its row-shift fraction is  = 0.1667, i.e., the period np = 6. As increasing the number of rows nrow we
plotted the RBCs’ inclination angles (on the top) and trajectories (on the bottom). While the trajectories and inclination angles are
evidently different for the number of rows nrow = 8 and nrow = 10, there is no significant difference between the results given by
nrow = 12 and nrow = 16. Therefore, we decided to include nrow = 12 number of rows in our domain. x and y coordinates are
normalized by the length of the device L.
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Figure 19: Effects of the side walls on RBC dynamics. We considered the same RBCs in Figure 18. The DLD device also has the
same period np = 6. However, we, now, fixed the number of rows to nrow = 12 and performed the simulations in a single period
(ncol = p) and two periods (ncol = 2p) of the device. We plotted RBCs’ inclination angles (on the top) and trajectories (on the
bottom). The RBC with ν = 0.1 (on the left) displaces in a single period of the device with a steady mean inclination angle. In
two periods the transition and the equilibrium behaviors did not change. The RBC with ν = 10 (on the right) zig-zags once in a
single period and twice in two periods. However, if our domain includes only ncol = p number of columns, the RBC flips near the
end of the first period. In two periods the RBC flips again but near the end of the second period not the first one. If our domain
includes ncol = d1.5pe number of columns and we simulate the flow within a period, we can avoid the flip near the end of the first
period. So that, the RBC shows the same dynamics in a single period in both devices with ncol = d1.5pe and ncol = 2p. x and y
coordinates are normalized by the length of one period of the device Lp.
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Figure 20: Angular orientations and trajectories of RBCs initialized with different inclination angles and at lateral positions. We
consider RBCs with low (ν = 1) and high (ν = 10) viscosity contrasts in the DLD device with the row-shift fraction  = 0.1667.
Under these conditions the less viscous displaces and the more viscous one zig-zags. The plots on the left are for ν = 1 and those on
the right are for ν = 10. At the top we show the inclination angles α as the RBC moves along the flow direction x. At the bottom
we show the positions of the RBCs’ centroids. x and y coordinates are normalized by the length of a period L. The scales for x and
y coordinates are chosen differently for better visualization.
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Table 2: List of spatio-temporal resolutions used in the convergence study. NΓ is the number of points on the exterior wall, Nγ
is the number of points per pillar, N is the number of points on RBC, ρAL is the error tolerance for the adaptive time stepping
and sets the temporal resolution (see Kabacaog˘lu et al. [28] for the numerical scheme). The results of the convergence study are
on Figure 21.
Resolution # NΓ Nγ N ρAL
1 2784 48 48 5E-4
2 3712 64 64 1E-4
3 5568 96 96 5E-5
Sensitivity to the initial angular orientation and lateral position. We investigated whether our DLD model is
sensitive to the initial lateral position and inclination angle of an RBC. We performed several simulations
with RBCs initialized at two different lateral positions and with various inclination angles. We chose a DLD
device with the row-shift fraction  = 0.1667 and considered the viscosity contrasts ν = (1, 10). In Figure 20
we show the trajectories and inclination angles (α) of the RBCs in those simulations. The less viscous
RBC displaces (on the left in Figure 20) while the more viscous one zig-zags (on the right). For all initial
inclination angles α0 the displacing RBCs reach an equilibrium angular orientation alternating between
two angles (see the top left). They also follow the same trajectories after different transients (see bottom
left). Additionally, the RBC with α0 = pi/2 is initialized at a different lateral position and it also attains
the equilibrium orientation and the trajectory. In the zig-zag mode there is no equilibrium in dynamics.
Although trajectories are sensitive to the RBC’s initial position and inclination angle [50], the transport
mode is supposed to persist. For the zig-zagging case (high viscosity contrast) we observe different trends
in the inclination angles (top right) and trajectories (bottom right) depending on the initialization. The
RBCs with α0 = (0, pi/2) and those with α = (pi/6, pi/4, pi/3) show the same variations in the inclination
angles and trajectories. Ultimately all of the more viscous RBCs zig-zags. Therefore, we can conclude that
our model is insensitive to how an RBC is initialized.
C. Convergence study
We conducted a convergence study to find sufficiently fine spatial and temporal resolution to ensure
that the underlying physics is not spoiled by the numerical errors. We considered only one DLD device
with the row-shift fraction  = 0.1667. The device consists of 8 rows and d1.5(1/0.1667)e = 9 columns
of pillars. Since RBC shows two different transport modes in a DLD device depending on its viscosity
contrast and capillary number, we wanted to run our numerical tests for both transport modes. That’s why,
we simulated the flow of two RBCs with viscosity contrasts of ν = 1 and ν = 10 with the same capillary
number Ca = 0.648. It turns out that under these conditions the RBC with ν = 1 displaces and the one with
ν = 10 zig- zags.
We present the numerical scheme for the simulation of RBCs in DLD devices in Kabacaog˘lu et al. [28].
In this scheme, the spatial resolution is set by the number of points discretizing the boundary of the exte-
rior wall, NΓ, the number of points discretizing the boundary of each pillar Nγ and the number of points
discretizing the RBC’s membrane N . The temporal resolution is determined by the error tolerance ρAL,
i.e. the smaller the tolerance is, the smaller the time step sizes are (so the finer the temporal resolution is).
We started with a certain spatial and temporal resolution, then increased both together (see Table 2 for the
resolutions). Here, NΓ and Nγ are chosen such that the maximum arc-length spacing is the same for the
exterior wall and the pillars. We present the inclination angles and trajectories of the RBCs in Figure 21.
As expected, the RBC with ν = 1 displaces (see the figure on the bottom left) and the one with ν = 10 zig-
zags (see the figure on the bottom right). This is captured with all the resolutions in Table 2. However, the
resolution #1 leads the displacing RBC to flip at x/L ≈ 0.38. The zig-zagging RBC also flips at x/L ≈ 0.78
with this resolution. At the higher resolutions the RBCs do not flip at these locations. Additionally, both the
trajectories and the inclination angles given by the last two resolutions in Table 2 agree well. Therefore, we
chose the resolution # 2, i.e. NΓ = 3712, Nγ = 64, N = 64 and ρAL = 1E − 4. As we changed the row-shift
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Figure 21: Convergence in trajectories and inclination angles of RBCs with different viscosity contrasts. In order to show that the
spatio-temporal resolution we used is sufficient for the convergence in physics, we consider a DLD device with a row-shift fraction
of  = 0.1667 and RBCs with the capillary number Ca = 0.648 and two different viscosity contrasts, ν = 1 (on the left) and
ν = 10. We performed simulations with three different resolutions Table 2. On the top figures we show the inclination angles of
RBCs during their motion and on the bottom figures we show the positions of the RBCs centroids. x and y positions are normalized
by the length of a period of the device. Among these resolutions we have used the second one in our simulations because it is
computationally more efficient than the third one and delivers as accurate results as the third one does.
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fraction, we scaled the number of points for the exterior wall such that the maximum arc-length spacings
of a pillar and the exterior wall are the same.
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